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HSU benefactor dies at 89
Louis W. Schatz is remembered for his

significant contributions.
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WHY
CERTIFY?
Without certification, organic coffee would not exist. Organic coffee produces less yield per acre than commercial coffee, and consumes more time
and labor. The certification process is also long, complicated and expensive.
But, without organic certification, the small farmers who grow organic coffee
would never get paid for their efforts. Furthermore, certification is the only

way to defend the meaning of the term “organic” in the marketplace. Anyone

©
ARCATA, CA
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CARPUE.. cicscsscctsstrcisestores

Surfers gather in Crescent City

can say that their coffee is organic, but certification is the only way to guarantee that the coffee we sell is exactly what we say it is — 100% organic.
That’s why we are happy to submit to the audits and on-site inspections of
Quality Assurance International
— and proud that we are one of the few
certified organic coffee roasters in the country.

To find out more, visit www.sacred-grounds.com

NOW AVAILABLE ON CAMPUS AT WINDOWS CAFE
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Journalism
freshmen Daniel E.
Lee, motivated by the
terrorist
attacks
Sept. 11,
joined the
Army days
after.
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since Sept. 11.

Louis W. Schatz, businessman
and longtime friend and bene-

factor to Hees died Sept. 22 in
siana

ae tine Miemaoneie

| Student heads to boot camp

ulty.”

According to university communications, Schatz made his-

soe Sonate, page 10
¥. 2

eee

as o
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prompted Humboldt County residents into action.

father’s stationing orders changed.
Even Confederate Gen. Robert E.

for military ser-

Lee is in his family tree.

vice are ensured

;

the next day, he spent the rest of the
day walking around in a “zombie-

Some donated money.
Daniel E. Lee joined the Army.

like trance” as he considered his
options.
He found that his options were
few.

The 19-year-old journalism freshman from Jamestown considered
joining the Navy when he finished
home schooling in 1999, but “I just
didn’t have the motivation.” Lee

He said that during his first year
away from home, it was becoming

needed to lose some weight.
He also said he didn’t want to
serve in the armed forces under
President Clinton.
But things changed Sept. 11, he
said. He got the motivation he was
lacking.
He said the first thing he did
when he heard about the terrorist
attacks from his roommate was call

his family.
Lee said his family is strong in
its Christian faith, and he found

He had resumes scattered all
over the city, but without a car,
finding work was not looking good.
The Army was looking really
good to him, and the fact that it of-

for four years, he said.
The armed services might be in
his blood.

Lee. said he was a “Navy’ brat”.”
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that they will

ents asked, “Why the Army? You
can serve your country in other

ways,” he recalled.
But he said that even though
they were scared for him, they were
understanding and supportive.
By then, Lee had pretty much

made up his mind.
But to prepare himself for the
possibility of combat, he watched
“Saving Private Ryan” because of
the particularly graphic subject

not lose regis-

tration priority,
academic
credit, fees or

degree

status

through

provi-

sions

enacted

by CSU

Chan-

cellor Charles B.
Reed.

Lee closed the book on the issue
Sept. 14, at the open mike in front
of the unusually quiet crowd that
gathered for a memorial service at
the U.C. Quad.

credit reassured him that he
wouldn’t be putting his life on hold

beet
.
oa?

who are called

as he drew on his faith. He said that
after the movie, he prayed, “Lord,
if this is what you want me to do.”

fers work experience and college

’

CSU students

When Lee called home, his par-

matter.
“It scared the crap out of me,” he
said. “War is insanity.”
But his worries quickly subsided

apparent that paying for school and
housing was going to be difficult.

said America was at peace, and he

¢

He said he gave blood that afternoon because he wanted to help,
but he felt it was not enough.
With the help of the Career Center, he looked up Sgt. Timothy
Raferty, an Army recruiter in Eureka, and made an appointment.
Lee said that after the two met

Many gave blood.

,

while he was growing up, when his

Moe”

morial for students, faculty and
administrators.
In May 1994, Schatz was:
awarded an honorary doctorate
in science from HSU.
President Alistair McCrone
said at that time: “L.W. Schatz
has demonstrated a lifetime of
extraordinary and excellent
achievement in a variety of areas.
“His meritorious scientific
contributions to (HSU) are distinguished in the university’s
tradition of learning as the
highest priority. “His hard work and spirit of
innovation serves as an example to the students and fac-

he attacks on Washington D.C. and New
York City three weeks
ago evoked many emotions and

his family members on the phone.

acpi

the years that will define his me-

SPECIAL TO THE LUMBERJACK

and moved at least a dozen times

es

ethic.
However, it is the unprecedented generosity and unyielding support
for HSU science programs that Schatz provided over

peace of mind after he prayed with
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telligence and vigorous work
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mor — along with his great in-

Terrorist attacks prompt freshman to join Army
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administration

the

what

Read

doesn’t

want

you to know about the ‘‘Teach-In” on Oct. [7
THE CALIFORNIA STATE UNIVERSITY
‘

OFFICE OF THE CHANCELLOR
Samuel
A. Strafaci
ant
Assist
Vice Chancellor
Human Resour
(562) ces
951-4400

VIA FAX TRANSMISSION

August 10, 2001
Dr. Susan Meisenhelder
President
California
Faculty Association
400 Capitol Mall, Suite 1950
Sacramento, California 95814

°

Activities
in Concertedent
Re: CFA's Involvem
Dear President Meisenhelder:
unit employees that will
California Faculty Association representatives have been engaged in promoting, organizing and supporting concerted activities by faculty
Some examples of such
adversely affect CSU operations. Such activities include soliciting the involvement of students in support of the CFA in our bargaining dispute.
syllabi, and
activities include the planned teach-in on October 16, 2001, asking faculty members to put a statement regarding the possibility of job actions in course
asking faculty members to distribute petitions supporting the CFA to their students.

AAs you know, such activities are in violation of the American Association of University Professors Statement of Professional Ethics, which provides in relevant part that:
Professors... (are to) avoid
controversial matter which
Such activities by the CFA
The CHA sal anaes

. not to introduce into their teaching
should be careful
of students, (and) Teachers..
treatment tory
any exploitation, harassment, or discrimina
has no relation to their subject.
are also in violation of Article 9 of our collective bargaining agreement, which continues to be in effect. This article requires that:
iy en omplapes om positing i compl svc, which wl instore wih x etre aie he gperaten oF Ne
pov

I am requesting that the CFA and all its officers and agents, both.at the campus and system level, immediately cease and desist from continuing to engage in this
unit employees that all planned prohibited
to all bargaining
al activity. Further, the CSU is requesting that the CFA leadership communicate
and prohibited
unprofession
such actions.
any
in
employees
unit
of
concerted activities are being cancelled, and that the CFA does not promote or support the involvement
Your written response to this request by no later than August 17, 2001 is requested. We will consider appropriate action in the event that you fail to respond by that
er
date. Please call me if you have any questions.
Sincerely,

Sam A. Strafaci
Assistant Vice Chancellor
Human Resources

Ce:

From:

Bob Muscat; Jackie McClain; Janette Redd Williams

‘

Sam Strafaci

Sent:

July 25, 2001 3:27pm

To:

William Eisenhardt; Richard Rush; Tomas Arciniega; Ruben Arminan; Warren Baker; Robert Caret; Robert Corrigan; Manuel Esteban; Don Gerth;
Alexander Gonzalez; Milton Gordon; Marvalene Hughes; Albert Karnig; Jolene Koester; James Lyons; Robert Maxson; Alistair McCrone; Norma Rees;
MIME@calstate.edu; Jim Rosser; Peter Smith; Bob Suzuki; Stephen Weber; John Welty
Jackie McClain; Charles Reed; David Spence; Richard West; Janette Redd Williams; Christine Helwick

Ce:

Subject: CFA Concerted Activities
CSU Presidents:
We have received requests from campuses to provide some guidance regarding recent CFA concerted activities, and I forwarded this response to your campus Vice

Presidents for Academic Affairs, and Associate VPs of Faculty Affairs.

sss

We have been talking to the Office of General Counsel about a wide variety of CFA activities, including the attempts to involve students in this bargaining dispute.
ip that informs them that we believe that the UNION is violating the contract's prohibition against concerted
We will be sending a letter to the CFA le.
activities in general, and that the involvement students is very inappropriate. The letter will demand their written response by a date certain, and that their
failure to respond or to cease and desist will result in appropriate response from the CSU. .
We enn at the possibility of an unfair labor practice charge and perhaps injunctive relief, but the primary response may be discipline in appropriate cases. W
.
=
eabaieote pat dngeeedcutpiage cian
ceca
will discuss ee
to campus, CFApeopleif
I think that we should fax our letter to CFA to presidents, and to you all, so that you can use it as your see fit, including distribution
ee
idea.
good
a
is
this
your think that
Hope
this helps.
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California Faculty Association

5933 West Century Boulevard, Suite 220 ° Los Angeles, California 90045-5471
(310) 641-4430 ° FAX (310) 410-1240 ° cfa @ calfac.org * www.calfac.org
September 4, 2001

Dear
Mr. Strafaci:

we have
I have received your letter of August 10, in which you express concerns about our upcoming Teach CSU/Teach-Ins. In addition,

been provided a copy of a letter from you to the campus Presidents dated July 25 on the same subject.

|

organizing
Let me begin by directly addressing the legalistic underpinnings of your correspondence: the CFA is not engaged in promoting,

g ago
two years
uin
work we began
or supporting any concerted activities prohibited under our contract. We are, however, contin

investigating trends in the CSU and providing opportunities for faculty, staff, students, and.community members to articulate their hopes
and dreams for the future of the CSU. You may recall chat over the past two years we have held hearings on several campuses that were
|
designed to do this.

issues discussed
The overarching theme for the October events also focuses on these trends. Although there may be some overlap between

at the bargaining table and at the Teach CSU/Teach-In, they are separate and unrelated activities. For example, because there is an obvious
relationship between the student-faculty ratios and quality education, this issue will, undoubtedly, be discussed in both venues. However,

to any
there are many other subjects we expect will be discussed at the Teach CSU/Teach-In, such as managerial bloat, that are not related
bargaining proposal or contract provision.

In response to your request, let me be very clear: I will not call upon anyone to “cease and desist” from these activities, activities that have
gamered wide support and that are, in fact, being endorsed by many organizations and elected officials from around the state.
Let me further respond to what I consider, quite frankly, the more troubling aspects of your correspondence.
for example, that
Your letter reveals an attitude toward faculty that is condescending at best and deeply disrespectful at worst. To imply,
on the
CSU faculty are engaged in “exploitation, harassment, [and] discriminatory treatment of students” is a slanderous attack

professional integrity of faculty that is most inflammatory. The threat of “disciplinary action” you make in your letter to the campus
but
Presidents is a crude attempt at intimidation that is also professionally insulting vo faculty. Such disrepect for CSU faculty is not new,
it gets no more acceptable with repetition.
academic freedom.
Even more disturbing perhaps, your letter reveals litle or no understanding of important university traditions such as

freedom is
(Your invocation of AAUP to attack CSU faculty, with its long tradition of protecting the right of faculty to exercise academic

to the
an irony I will allow the leadership of that organization to address.) Your letter further reveals no awareness of or sensitivity

in our nation’s
tradition of Teach-Ins in American universities and their relationship to First Amendment or academic freedom struggles
in your letter.
history. Respect for the university as a place dedicated to the free interchange of ideas and opinions is nowhere evident
dupes; they are,
Your letter is equally condescending to CSU students. Students are not a passive congregation of believers nor a flock of
able to
rather, thinking adults with a good deal of life experience and resistance to persuasion. They are skeptical and critical listeners,

|
|
weigh it carefully, and think about their response.
with students
‘And finally, the self-righteous tone of your letter cannot erase the larger ethcial issues at work here. To suggest that talking
we look at the
about trends in CSU is to inappropriately involve them cannot hide the fact that they are already involved. Whether
shrinking instructional budget, administrative bloat, the impact of remediation policies, or the contracting out of student services,
of education in the CSU.
students are the group ultimately most negatively affected by the trends that are fueling a decline in the quality
students and to the mission of
In our view, trends such as these—not open discussion or critical analysis of them—are the real threat to
direction and to providing
the California State University. The faculty is committed to speaking out about the university's fucure

characterized by
opportunities for others to do so as well. We are, in shore, committed to standing up for the CSU and for a university students, and the
and the free exchange of ideas. Your letter betrays much about administrative attitudes toward faculty,

vigorous debate

university itself that require us to do so.
Sincerely,

Siege

the coming months,
judge a position and an argument, and vigorous discussants, ready to argue the point. They will hear what is said in
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Food not Waste serves lunch on the Quad
Event ; promotes conservation, recycling, sustainable living

Uae

pxHoros sy Mixa Karty

fruit smoothies on a CCAT
Max Garrison awaits his lunch as Travis Wyche finishes serving a plate of nachos (left). Jamie Fischer makes
entertainment on the
acoustic
provide
mandolin
on
human-powered blender (top right). Brent McCormack on guitar and Chris Thomas

U.C. Quad (bottom right).
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ampus clips
ception
in the
Lounge at 5 p.m.

create community
The MultiCultural Center
and the Office of Student Affairs will play host to the annual “Creating Community Re-

ceptions” on Oct. 3, 4, 9,10 and
11.
The schedule is as follows:
Wednesday, Oct. 3 — Asian

Karshner

This event provides opportunities for students to network
with campus organizations and
meet faculty, staff and other

nity reception at 5 p.m. in the
U.C. South Lounge.

Thursday, Oct. 4 — Latino/
Hispanic community reception

at 5 p.m. in the U.C. South
Lounge.
Tuesday, Oct. 9 — Native
American Community reception on the first floor of the

Jolly Giant Commons at 5 p.m.

'. Wednesday, Oct. 10 — African American/ African Heritage community reception in

the U.C. South Lounge at 5 p.m.
Thursday, Oct. 11. — Gay,
Lesbian,
Bisexual
and

Transgender community

re-

The

annual

Indigenous

HSU campus
tions.

in various loca-

cultures and traditions.
For more information, call
Marylyn Paik-Nicely at 8263367.

a.m to 1:30 p.m. Free food will
be provided to all HSU stu-

dents.

ae

SINCE

People’s Week Oct. 8- 120n the

Indigenous People’s Week is

HSU plays host to the Redwood Bow!) Activities Fair and
Barbeque on Friday from 11:30

six years ago and is sponsored
by the American Indian Alliance; MEChA, members of the
Indian Teacher and Educa-

tional Personnel Program, the .
Indian Natural Resource, Science and Engineering Program, and the MultiCultural
Center.
Activities start on Monday at
noon on the U.C. Quad with a
teach-in and Indian taco sale —

Tables will be available for
clubs and organizations to provide information on activities

followed by presentations of

for students.
Contact the Clubs and Activi-

Officials”

“New Enrollment Wars,”

“Le-

gal Liability of Elected Tribal

and “What is the

ties Office in the U.C. South

Role of Indian People in
Today’s World,” at 6 to9 p.m. in

Lounge for more information
about participating.

see Clips, page 11

WORT

.

FIRST MEETING

Monday; October 11, 2001* 12 p.m.

featuring
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Recreation ° Clubs & Activities Fair
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eae

ALCL ams

Humboldt State University
SBSB Room 153

Friday, October 5 ° 11:30 am - 1:30 pm

.

oO

events fill week

one of education and awareness that was initiated about

Activities Fair
takes over Bowl

AMY

indigenous people’s

students who share common

and Pacific Islander commu-
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“Do you want the Boartl of Trustees
to decide our fate here at HSU?
As our university sees the end of President McCrone’s 28-year career, we must con-

sider that a new president will be chosen this year!
As students of HSU, it is our responsibility to make sure they choose someone who
has the students’ best interests in mind.
An HSU Campus Advisory Board is being set up to work with the CSU Board
of Trustees in the choosing of our new president!

ft

If you want to act out and help make a responsible choice for the HSU community, be the one to represent your fellow students in this search!
7
Vill be
the

held October

University

Center.

To be cligible

by Spmoon

«3

4 from 9-TT amin

-

the

for an interview

Thursday,

AS Offices in the South
Vou must

make

Lounge of

an appointment

with

October 4!!!

For more info, call 626-4221

UTC ES

25

SE

OW DO YOU WANT YOUR MONEY SPENT:
In late Sines a FEE REFERENDUM will a up a a snieliiie vote!

736 t ion, the ASSOCIATED

OPEN FORUM: ar

9s

|

STUDENTS invites you to particip ate j

ONDAY, OCTOBER 8 at 5 pm in the UNIVERSITY CENT RS OUTH LOUNGE.

a HUGE EVENT and COULD AFFECT HOW MUCH YOU PAY IN STUDENT FEES.

YOUR VOICE AS A noarae STATE STUDENT MUS{ BE HEARD OR ELSE
YOU MAY NOT BE HAPPY

WIFH THE RESULTS!

The Associatéd’Students'‘Office has detailed information concerning

:

LS

the yaa.of, vourdundaand the. effect this referendum will have on you! FOr more info, Call 826-4271
ee

"
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PD clips
deceased kitten in the bushes
near Founders Hall.

Sunday, Sept. 23
1:18 a.m. A man was arrested
for violating a court order by

Good luck, Ken. Watch out

py for the slugs!

Happy Trails, to you
Until we meet again.

2:57 p.m. A bicycle was iound
in the woods north of Wagner

Happy trails to you

Lot.

Keep smiling until then.

8:27 p.m. A caller reported
that she struck a vehicle parked
in front of her. An officer left a

_ allegedly driving while intoxicated under
21 years of age. The

note on a gray Dodge pickup for
the owner to contact UPD if

man was also charged with of

driving with blood alcohol content between .05 percent and .08
percent.

there.was any damage.

Tuesday, Sept. 25

3:59 a.m. Someone reported a

1:41 a.m. The fire alarm in

nonstudent

Laurel Hall was determined to
be a false alarm after the re-

sponding officer saw no signs
of smoke or fire. The Arcata

Volunteer Fire Department notification was canceled.

sleeping

4:18 p.m. A bicyclist near Science A requested his tock be
cut. An officer responded but
could not locate the caller. The
bicyclist came back and gave
the correct location. The officer
responded again and cut the
lock.

WE'LL MISS YOU.

NORTHTOWN

BOXKS

in the

Hemlock Hall lounge. An of-

7:32 p.m. A caller requested

ficer responded and issued a
trespassing advisement to the
man who was then sent on his

UPD attempt to locate her 14year-old daughter, who might

be swimming at Forbes Com-

way.

plex. An officer checked the
area. The mother called back

9:22 a.m. The cause of the fire
alarm in the University Center
was unknown. It was later determined to be a problem with
electrical equipment.

7:27 p.m. A woman’s bicycle

was found in the brush behind
the Upper Playing Field.

Monday, Sept. 24

tacted and advised of camping
regulations at his campsite in
the woods behind Plant Operations and College Lane.

Manor.
10:35.a.m. A cut bike lock was

11:15 a.m. UPD
was notified of a

Thursday, Sept. 27
3:16 a.m. A caller requested
van that left Mad River Com-

two people in front of Hutchins

munity Hospital with the
driver possibly under the influ-

_

them on their way.

11:50 p.m. Chief Floyd Stokes
of the Trinidad Police Department requested assistance with
a possible

hit

and

run

ence of drugs. The vehicle was

located and stopped. The driver
was arrested and charged with
driving under the influence of
alcohol. He was transported to
Humboldt County Correctional

Trinidad. The vehicle was located, and assistance was rendered.
Wednesday, Sept. 26
8:04 a.m. A dog was reported
in the Natural Resources building. The owner arrived and
claimed the dog.

Facility.
10:46 a.m. A call was for-

warded from the CHP to UPD.
The out-of-the-area caller requested an ambulance respond
to her son's residence. APD was
notified and an ambulance

transported the man to Mad
River Community Hospital.
1:20 p.m. Someone turned in

9:19 a.m. Someone reported a
road-rage type incident in the

This Week:

0

a hate sticker he found on a
vending machine in the University Annex.

11:09 a.m. Infor-

3:39 p.m. A bicycle was found

mation regarding

in the woods north of 14th
Street and the Union Street lot
near House 99. The bike was
stored at the University Annex

an annoying email
was
re-

This Semester:

ceived.

storage room.

S$
Tally

2:45 p.m. A
wallet was re-

4:55 p.m. Someone reported a

ported stolen

minor altercation between two

from

roommates in Creekview/Redwood Manor. Officers contacted
the roommates and all wit-

a back-

tr"

see UPD, page 10-,
_—————-—-«

———-—

SALTY’S |
‘sua N TACKLE’

in

Mai Kai Lot.

long

officers responded.

9 p.m. An officer observed
Market involved in a verbal disagreement.
The officer contacted both people and sent

.10:48 a.m. A license tab from

in distress on Harpst Street in
a vehicle with closed windows
on a warm day. The
Owner was contacted and returned to the ve-

two males knocking over bi-

an area check for a white Ford

found at a bicycle rack at the
Jolly Giant Commons. No theft
has been reported. .

10:59 a.m. A cat was observed

10:24 p.m. Someone reported

ac

vandalism damage was reported at Creekview/Redwood

stolen some time between Feb.
2 and Sept. 19. The report was
documented.

rived home.

_ cycles in the Sunset Quad.
The suspects were gone when
4:39 p.m. A person was con-

8:35 a.m. Less than $250 in

a vehicle in the Harry Griffith
Hall parking lot was reported

and said her daughter had ar-
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Schatz: Unwavering enthusiasm for hydrogen, fuel cells led to creation of fuel-cell vehicle
WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 3, 2001

© Connmuen From pace 3
tory at HSU in 1995 when he
presented a cash gift of $4 million to enhance research in
nonpolluting
energy and forest
management.

-

.

He also donated an awardwinning 385-acre demonstration tree farm and an $800,000
operating endowment in 1967.
Schatz gave more than $1.8
million in personal donations.

Overall,
Schatz’ gifts to HSU ex-

ceeded $7.4 million.
Schatz was described
by his
colleagues as a “industrialist”
and a “visionary.”
“He was able to see past our
chaotic modern world to a time
when our energy supplies
will
be clean and sustainable and
we treat the Earth with kindness,” said Peter Lehman, codirector
of one of Schatz’ favor-

ite projects at HSU, the Schatz
drogen and fuel cells, Schatz
Energy Research Center.
established
the Solar Hydrogen
According to its Web site
Project at HSU, which produced
(www.humboldt.edu/~serc),
a hydrogen fuel-cell-powered
the center is dedicated to the - vehicle.
advancement of clean- and reLehman said Schatz was a
newable-energy technologies. “straightforward man, one who
The emphasis is on educating
never boasted about his accompeople about the potential of plishments.
the hydrogen economy.
“He was very generous, and
In 1989, as a resultof his un- he lived an amazingly
producwavering enthusiasm for hytive and accomplished life,”

Lehman said.
In the end, Schatz wrote his
own epitaph, “May the work
I’ve done speak for me.”
Many of those who knew
Schatz, who worked with him,
or who continue
to benefit from
his many contributions to HSU
science and research programs
believe that Schatz’ work will
continue to speak volumes for
years to come.

UPD: Dumpster dweller, drunk juveniles on campus
* CONTINUED FROM PREVIOUS PAGE
nesses. The matter was re-

ALL

ferred to housing and student

HATS

affairs.
6:06 p.m. A “transient-look-

ing” male without a current

3 O% 5 OFF

student ID was reported refusing to leave a Siemens Hall computer lab. The reporting party
called back to say the man left,
and the responding officer was
unable to locate the man.
7:07 p.m. Housing reported a
student who lived at the Hill

possibly left the university
without withdrawing. An of-

ficer will investigate.

1:51 p.m. Officers responded
to the report of a person possibly causing a disturbance in
the U.C. Quad. But the officers
determined he was just speaking with the audience members.
2:05 p.m. A hit and run was

reported on Rossow Street. The

suspect’s vehicle; yet to be located, was described as a brown
Suburban with a light brown
stripe down the side.
2:11 p.m. Someone requested
a welfare check on a nonstudent in Nelson Hall East. Officers responded and determined
no assistance was needed.

10:18 p.m. An officer observed
two subjects hanging a life-size
cutout of a person low enough
to obstruct traffic over the G
Street overpass.
:
An officer returned to the

property to Kinko’s and was
informed

that it was stolen:

Tuesday but not reported.
10:29 p.m. A man was arrested on 16th and H streets,

HUNAN ¢ CANTON ¢ PEKING
SZECHUAN ¢ MANDARIN:* DIM-SUM

We have the le

| eae
‘In town!

zest

and charged with being drunk

’ in public, violation of proba' tion and possessing
less than 1

ounce of marijuana.
The man was transported to
and booked at the Humboldt
County Correctional Facility.

Quad. An officer contacted the
subjects and advised them of
the complaint. He then re-

Call for to-go orders —
or reservations

|

822-6105 *

4

.

oa

Te

#4

deena

12:25 p.m. Officers observed
two dogs locked in a brown van
without adequate ventilation

on Union Street.
The officers gained entry and
gave the dogs water. The owner,
who returned at this point, was
warned and agreed to move the
dogs off campus.
7:27 p.m. Five males were reported drinking alcohol in

10:35 p.m. An officer cited a
juvenile for allegedly possessing alcohol on 14th and Union
streets.
oak
The juvenile was transported
to UPD where he awaited the
arrival, and wrath, of his

Officers contacted the group,
advised them of Campus regulations and made them pour it
all out.
Sunday, Sept. 30
3:07 a.m. A man with a bloody

face was reportedly walking

grandmother.

around the Canyon residence

Saturday, Sept. 29
12:30 a.m. A person was reBuck House acting nervous and
ducking down. Officers contacted the man on 16th and
Union streets and sent him on
his way.

halls.
;
Officers contacted the man
who was then transported to
Mad River Community Hospital for a head injury.
7:15 a.m. Officers contacted
the owner of a red Nissan in the

Jolly Giant lot after the alarm
2:30 a.m. A Sunset Hall resident requested a medical opinion and ambulance. He was

was reported going off. The
owner agreed to turn it off.

10:08 a.m. Someone requested
a welfare check on a person in
the Theater Arts building. The

transported to Mad River Com-

8:34 p.m. A vehicle parked in

rived.

On the Arcata Plaza

_ 10:21 a.m. Someone reported
a suspicious person in a
Dumpster. Officers contacted
the person and issued a trespassing advisement. The person exited the Dumpster, and
then left campus.

quested they return to their
rooms. ©

person left before officers ar-

761 8th St.

ents.

_ front of the Forestry building.

ported outside the window of
Friday, Sept. 28
2a.m. Two loud subjects were
reportedly wrestling in the Hill

Fine Chinese Cuisine on
the Plaza...

6:44 p.m. A juvenile was arrested in Redwood Bowl under
suspicion of public intoxication. He was transported to
UPD, where he was detained
until the arrival of his father.

public drunkenness and a probation violation.
The other two juveniles were
transported to their Arcata
residences and released to par-

10:26 a.m. Officers responded
to the report of a person behaving strangely in the Little
Apartments. Student affairs
will handle the matter.

the living group adviser’s staff

munity Hospital.

stall was cited.
3:09 a.m. Officers observed

three males behind

Sunset’

11:31 p.m. A group of people

Hall; one appeared to be intoxicated. The suspected intoxi-

were reported fighting behind
Sunset Hall. Officers responded, but the group had dispersed before they arrived.

cated man attempted to flee but
was arrested for charges of being a minor in possession of alcohol, resisting a police officer,

~ compuso
sy Laan Wrerrase
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War
° ContinueD
FROM PAGE 3
After mustering the courage,
he spoke of a need for justice.
He recalled some of his

Search continues for academic support director

On Tuesday, a Creating Com-

Academic support
searches for leader
HSU is searching for a direc-

munity Reception begins at 5

tor for academic support pro-

the Green and Gold Room.

fessional or support staff positions.

Qualifications include hav-

rearnaG

ing a master’s degree from an
accredited institution ina re-

speech saying, “(We need) a justice that doesn’t point fingers at
any particular ethnic or reli-

p.m. on the first floor of the -. grams.
lated field.
Applicants must provide a
Jolly Giant Commons followed
Managerial experience is
letter
of
interest,
resume,
conby a cultural sharing at 6 p.m.
needed. A doctorate is pretact information for five profesgious group, but finds those
On Wednesday, an indigferred
but not required.
sional
references,
proof
of
dewho are guilty and punishes
enous issues south of the borReview of. applications begrees earned and pass a backthem— a justice that works for
der session will be presented by
’
gins
on Oct. 26 and continues
ground check.
°
the restoration of the inno- MECHA at 6 p.m. in Founders
until the position is filled.
Job duties include adminiscent.”
.
Hall 125: Wrapping up the week
For more information, contering a variety of academic
With war on the horizon, Lee
will be a video and discussion
.
told the audience: “Though I about sacred sites, “In the Light - support programs, monitoring tact the Deere
Boar
par taags At SOREN.
and evaluating expenditures,
may beable to escape a draft, I of Reverence,” at 7 p.m. in Siproviding
supervision
to
EOP
couldn’t ask other men to die ‘emens Hall 117.
For more information, con- ’ and six program directors, and
for me. That’s why I’m joining
supervising more than 30 protact David Campio at 826-3360.
the Army.”
conto
difficult
was
He said it

| CAMERAS STL DIO

Army, on the weekend of Sept.
22, Lee was required to travel

SPECIAL!

to Portland, Ore., for a physical
exam and to take the ASVAB
test, a general knowledge exam.
He said he scored very well.
After the physical, he was
told to lose 6 pounds in the next

three weeks.
He said, “Each recruiter has
their own best method for los-

ing weight.”
For Lee, the next three weeks

|

will be full of exercise and a
low-carbohydrate,

meat and

.

vegetable diet.

He will then travel back to

Portland, will be weighed to

complete his physical, will sign
some papers, and finally, Daniel
Lee will become Private Lee,
US. Army.
After that, he’ll have two

16146" Family Size!

weeks to spend with his family

Of

before he goes to boot camp.

He does not know

ego

Sept 90,201

Na

wd

ak wih ofr

yet to

which camp the Army will send

him.

VTL

He said he knows very well

HSU and Arcata tend to be po‘ Jitically liberal.
There

are many

who

,.

dis-

agree with the United States

Our 13 1/2" Medium
2

going to war and would never
consider joining the Army.
“I don’t want to fight for the
said Alexis
government,”

Virtually the same size
as the other guy’s “Large”.

2-Topping
Three 100% real

Forni, a 20-year-old theater arts
major from Calistoga. “The ter-

cheeses with your

.

rorists know that we will retali-

929

ate, and (they) are planning for
it. ”

Michael Omstead, 19, and an

ran
99

undeclared major, said, “Join-

MORE Pizza?

ing the Army is bad in any case

—war will not solve anything.”
Lee said he hears a lot of
people with the opposing view.
He said: “Everyone is entitled to an opinion. The trouble

is, there is a lot more opinion

here than action.”

Our 13 1/2" Medium

Our 13 1/2" Medium

Virtually the same size
as the other guy’s “Large”.

- as the other guy’s “Lange”.

Perfect Pizza

-

Virtually
the same size

Veget

We combine half pepperoni and half

Zesty ved sauce topped with

Hawatian for the 99Pizza!

black olives, onions, green peppers

three cheeses, mushrooms,

$732 $722
and tomatoes!

MORE Pizza?

Make it our
16 1/4" Family Size!

Make it our
16 1/4" Family Size!
COUPON EXPIRES 10/31/01. Not valid with any
other offers. Extra toppings ere additional charge.

Ye, Wi ELL

TCL

COUPON EXP
10/3101.

3)

Paste inade directly

Rack to School

As a part of entering the

]

Photo Service

tain his emotions when he left

the podium. —

]

Want 45%

Make
it our

16 1/4" Family Size!

COUPON EXPIRES 10/31/01. Not valid with any
other offers. Please no substitutions.
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things you can do to
make a difference in
the world.”
Jennifer Feeney, HSU Social Work Senior

Free, Confidential

~"puove ov Uhkn
Madrone Hall residents Dave Sanders (left) and Alex Wolf utilize the Career

Family Planning

Center

resources.

Internships aid job seekers

SELVICES 10 Qualiéed Women and Hen

sy Huarnen

Sunos.apd
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Students
planning
to
graduate need to be aware that
it may be very difficult
to find
a job without some type of experience.
The Career Center has many
programs to assist students in
looking for jobs, internships
and volunteer work.
The Career Center belongsto
a professional organization

upload their résumés — as well

as search for jobs.

_

“One of the challenges for us

serves as a conduit between

employers and colleges and

major

universities.

things electronically now puts

this is the place to come,
DeHart said.
Students can also enroll in a
career-decision-making course
for credit.

There are rows of books and
manuals, categorized according to area of study and job occupation s.
The center has a résumé software program to help students

work on and prepare a resume.
There are also international
resources available to discover
possibilities for work abroad.
Students can look online and
through the binders to find fulltime employment. Career coun-

us on a level playing field with

selors are also available to help
students choose a major, identify skills and interests, and
learn more about the job mar-

other areas.”

ket.

The new Web site has many
links to other sites of interest.

The Career Center is here for
students to utilize the services

One way students can make

_Students can search for jobs or

and assistance available to find

themselves more marketable as
graduates is to get involved in
an internship while still in
school, said Chris DeHart, career counselor at the Career

internships by area of study,
type of workplace and geographicallocation.
.

full-time, part-time or internship employment. Volunteer
work is also an option for students who want to enter the
marketplace.
. “It is really important that
students take advantage of everything that is available to
them as a student, because they
are paying for these services
and we are here to help them,”
said Cherry Vanek, a career
information specialist at the
center.

According to the association,
college hiring is projected to
drop 19.7 percent in the coming
months.
—

“Now that the job market has
gotten so much more difficult,
internships actually become
much more important because

Employers, employers said
about 55 percent of their new

Get cur monthly newsletter and more at: www.vxflix.com 400 6 8t., Arcata ¢ 820-1106 ° 236 6 St., Odtewn Eureka ©

dents can register online and

graphical location,” DeHart
said.
“We are a long distance from

said.
According to the National
Association of Colleges and

INTERNATIONAL ¢ BRIT TELLY ¢ FILM NOIR © EURO TRASH ¢ HONG KONG «

to navigate.
The Career Center also has
established a relationship with
MonsterTrak.com. This Web
site is a job search engine. Stu-

of Colleges and Employers.
This is a huge organization that

it becomes so much more com-

& DVD Rentals for the Serious Film Fan

site more extensive and easier

as a Career Center is our geo-

petitive otherwise,” DeHart

Humboldt County's Best Source of Video

complete overhaul of its entire

- Web site. Sean Culhane, computer information systems senior, worked with the Career
Center staff to make the Web

called the National Association

Center.

—ee
e
store

Matky

hires in.1999 - 2000 had intern-

ship experience.
DeHart said there is a correlation between students that

market

areas.

Recent renovations

Doing

have

taken place in Nelson Hall West
that affect the Career Center’s
overall setup.
There is now — instead of
two smaller rooms — a larger
room, called the resource room,
with nine computers linked to
the Internet for job searches

and resume help.
Hard copies of all information are stored in binders — in

Students wishing to see a

case they are needed, as well as

counselor need to call and
make an appointment.

just to have everything in thecomputer network system.
There is resume assistance,

job directories and area directories

for other

cities

and

have internships and students
states.
who have successfully inteIf students want to know
grated into the job market.
_ what a specific major does and
This year, the center did a. what kinds of jobs there are,

The number to call is 8263341.
The Web site is www.-

humboldt.edu/~career. Students need to be registered with
the Career Center to view and

navigate through the jobs section of the Web site.
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Arcata land purchase expands the Jacoby Creek Forest
Bayside

Pacific Ocean

hige™s.

sy Daniet Crawsnaw

Nestled 20 miles southeast of the
city of Arcata is a tract of land called
Jacoby Creek Forest.
It is habitat for fish, endangered
salamanders, various birds, a diversity of trees, plants and several co-

existing species.
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Arcata recently purchased the Lucchesi family forest property and expanded Jacoby Creek
Forest by 331 acres.

“lm happy about the purchases —this is the big-

gest purchase for Arcata since 1944,” said Mark Andre,

ae

deputy director of environmental services.

’
Julie Neander, environmental service engineer, and
a
Andre proposed the grant for Arcata to purchase the land.
Less than a year ago, the Lucchesi family made the decision
to sell the land immediately after the two proposed grants to the
Wildlife Conservation Board.
The Wildlife Conservation Board approved and issued a $815,000 grant to the
city to acquire the forest land. Arcata
used an additional $40,000 from its trust
to make up the difference and secure the
land for preservation.
“This purchase is important for Arcata
because it enhances the existing forest,”
Andre said. “And being upstream (on
Jacoby Creek), it is good control for here.”
The environmental services department plans to use riparian, long-term forest management

to preserve the land.

¢

5

Some of the ‘trees in the new preserved

|
area are old-growth western red cedars.
“I think Arcata should buy up forest ar- | ©

eas and turn them into old-growth areas,”

|
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Shunka, Mattole Forest Defender, said.
“I’m in favor of the purchase because it is
a public place where people can connect
with the Earth — as long as it is not used as a bank.”
is a long-term investment for Arcata.”
“We won't be selling the timber for a long time,” Andre said. “This
;
the area, Andre said.
Involved in the purchase are unwanted logging roads throughout
upgrading a select few to have access,” Andre said.
“We'll be reintroducing vegetation to most of the dirt roads while

Eureka Fish and Game, the Wetlands and Creek
He said this purchase would not have been possible without support from
“

committee, city council support and city management.
purchase,” Andre said.
“The Forest Management Committee was instrumental in this
to find out how to help, or call 822r8184. «.
To become involved with environmental services, go to City Hall
wad
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Free fair
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:

Drs. Mark & Martha Henry

ah

Chiropractors

to benefit
Fieldbrook

and wheels!

retail
:

1781 Central Avenue, Suite C * McKinleyville

.

839-6300

sy Dania. Crawsnaw

Most Insurance Accepted ¢ Painless Payment Plans

LUMBERJACK STAFF
n Saturday, the
Fieldbrook Educational Foundation
will sponsor its fourth annual
O

free Fieldbrook Art, Crafts,

Food and Wine Festival. The
event is at the Fieldbrook Valley Winery and benefits
Fieldbrook Elementary School
and the surrounding community.

Fieldbrook
Elementary
School is in need of money be- °
cause quality education is expensive and state funding has
simply not kept pace with the
true cost of education, according to the Fieldbrook Educational Foundation’s mission
statement.
“Fieldbrook Elementary
School is a one-school school
district, which means that our
state funding is lower and
lower every year,” said David
Moss, foundation member.
Moss's two children, Matt, 9,
and Danielle, 6, both attend
school at Fieldbrook Elementary.
“There are 101 kindergarten
through eighth-grade students
this year,” Moss said. “10 years
ago, we had 200 students. So
we've had a really declining
enrollment, and our budget is
based on the number of students in school.”
Community
members
founded the Fieldbrook Educational Foundation four years
ago. Its purpose is to mobilize
financial and human resources

¢ Question: Why do Christians oppose the theory of evolution when there's so much scientific evidence to support it?
Answer: Admittedly, | cannot represent all evangelical Christians on this subject, because there are different points of view even
among those who interpret the Bible conservatively. For example, some believe in a “young earth” (6,000 to 10,000 years old), while
others, including me, believe a strong case can be made for an old eartt: a:.d universe. But we do share in common several concerns

about the theory of evolution.

;

First, the theory of evolution is taught as fact, in spite of the very real flaws, inadequacies, and evidence to the contrary. For example:
the“Big Bang" theory, once opposed by many scientists, has now won the day, and the general consensus in the scientific community
is that the universe had a beginning, consistent with Genesis 1:1. Scientists now generally believe the universe is approximately 14

billion yezrs old, and the earth about 5 billion. After cooling down time, they figure there were only 170 million to 400 million years
for non-li,.e chemicals to evolve into life forms. No scientists believe that that is enough time. Michael Behe, microbiologist from
Lehigh University, wrote:“The probability of linking together just 100 amino acids to create one protein molecule by chance would

be the same as a blindfolded man finding one marked grain of sand somewhere in the Sahara desert - and doing it not just once but
‘three different times.”
.
Second, the fossil records simply do not support the theory of evolution. Rocks dated by scientists to be 570 million years old contain
fossil records that show a sudden appearance of nearly all animal phyla. They appear fully formed without any evidence of the
transitional stages which one would expect if Darwinist evolution were true. Darwin himself acknowledged that the evidence was
not yet there to prove his theory, but he expected it. Now, 120 years later, our fossil knowledge has greatly expanded, with fossils for
1/4 million species. But they disprove rather than prove Darwinism. Even noted Darwinian paleontologist Stephen Jay Gould from

Harvard acknowledges the lack of support in the fossils:
“The extreme rarity of transitional forms in the fossil record
persists
as the trade secret in paleontology.
The evolutionary

trees in our textbooks have data only at the tips and nodes of
their branches. The rest is inference, however reasonable,
not the evidence
of the fossils.”

for the enhancement of the

Third, Darwin said, “If any complex organ existed which could not possibly have been formed by numerous, successive slight

modifications,my theory would completely break down.” Now we know that even the simplest self-replicating cells have numerous
irreducible complex systems. The human eye is enough to shatter his theory.

Fourth, Carl Sagan writes in Broca's Brain (Random House, 1979) that “the receipt of a single message from space” would be enough

for him to know there is intelligent life out there in the universe. The movie “Contact” starring Jodie Foster, was inspired by his book.

One message of numbers from space - enough to prove intelligent life. Well, if that’s the case, what about the incredible language
and messages found in the DNA of every plant and animal on earth? One human cell contains more DNA information than 30

volumes of the Encyclopedia Britannica. The scientific case for Intelligent Design is more than compelling.

|

Fifth, Darwinism is more a philosophy than a science. There is far greater evidence for Intelligent Design than for non-intelligent,

non-purposeful random natural processes. Yet there is a very clear philosophical bias against allowing the Intelligent Design theory
to be taught alongside Darwinian evolution. The scientific methodology is not synonymous with the atheistic philosophy of naturalism,
yet many assume that is so. Darwinists need to be open to the truth, even if it leads to an Intelligent Designer. And they need to be

willing to allow a level playing field in the pursuit of truth at every level of public education.

BAPTIST

CHURCH

s COLLEGE BREAKEAST/BIBLE STUDY: 9:30 a.m, Sundays (Judson
ghthouse Room) * CALL 822-0367 FOR MORE INFORMATION
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educational environment
in the
Fieldbrook community.
“It’s really neat because you
have so much community involvement,” Moss said. “I don’t
know of any other school district where parents and community members formed a nonprofit organization to simply
benefit the school.”
The fund-raising festival beginsat 11 a.m. and runs until4
p.m., and many Humboldt
County artists will participate
in the event.
“There are about 25 different
artists who all will have booths,
and the art is everything from
handcrafted wooden sculp-

Hall)

see Fair, page 16
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Through the Leisure Companion Program, friends
MeAvory meet and learn problem-solving skills.

pxoro sy Seios

Mary Galleett and

THE ROAD NOT TAKEN
JUST BECAME AN
ENDANGERED SPECIES.

Braxton

Shosha

Fast friends

SEE FOR YOURSELF.

© repwooo mamer-oanosow Bue <2

HSU volunteers offer companionship
sy

Amanoa

ALLEN

LUMBERJACK STAFF

hrough the Leisure
Companion
Program, residents of
Humboldt County can establish close friendships with developmentally disabled people.
This community service
helps provide social opportunities to these otherwise isolated
individuals. .
The Leisure Companion Program

is affiliated with the

Humboldt Community Access
and Resource Center.
HCAR provides services that
help developmentally disabled
people build skills concerning

’ behavior, the community and

It also provides services in
transportation, supported living and artistic expression.
The disabilities include
Down syndrome, méntal retardation, autism and head injuries.
Friendships are initiated by

matching a community volunteer with a disabled person.
“Together these two new
friends improvise small steps

toward self-confidence, toward

toward learning
independence,
about themselves, each other
and their community,” said
Michael McClimon, leisure
companion coordinator.
The simplest things can
make a difference, he said. The

goal is to bring them out into
social situations and learn from
their daily chores, such as
counting change.
“They feel so isolated,”
McClimon said. “Just taking
them out and riding a bus to the
ice cream parlor is very empowering.”
However, there are 68 referrals and only eight active
matches, which makes it difficult to attain this goal,
McClimon said.

The program continues to offer its referrals social interaction through group barbecues,
rafting excursions and fishing
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She and her match, Rosemary Buss, go to dances, mov-

ies and take long walks. She
said that their one common
ground is music.

-

Julian has taken Buss to
practically
every free concert at
HSU and said that Buss has -
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very discerning taste in music.
Both math junior Danielle

THE

WINTER

Dean and LaQuetta Johnson,
social work junior, are looking

KEEP

into the program in hopes that
they will become volunteers in
the near future.
Johnson also said she looked

to the program because her
major suggests it as an activity
trips.
that will allow her to gain volBiology sophomore Yari
unteer hours.
Sanchez said she had extra time
“I worked with disabled
to h-lp out and wanted to bepeople before,” she said. “I like
come more understanding and
working with them.”
open to different things, so she
Another volunteer, Jeanette
entered the program.
Latham, said the program has
She said she hopes to stay
helped her and her match, Vilia
friends with her match, Sarah
Andersen.
“It’s not just one-sided,”
Chamberlin, for a longtime.
The two have done many
Latham said as she kissed
things — from watching
movies. Andersen on the head. “We’re
to going bowling. Chamberlin
real good friends and talk about
said she will probably
stay over - each other’s problems.”
for a slumber party this week- —
Michael Bien, a seven-year
volunteer, said students are
end.
good volunteers.
Botany senior Laura Julian,
“I looked to the program
so I
has been in the program for
could get some exposure with
little more than four years, and
she recommends it to anyone.
the people I want to work with,”
he said. “I wanted to work for
“The commitment is two or
HCAR at first; now I’m applythree hours a week,” Julian
said. “It’s good to have that commitment. HCAR gives a gift to
all participants.”
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of the attacks on the state’s
workers, businesses and indus-

try; and sharing its findings
and recommendations regarding public safety and potential
economic consequences with
the public and the governor.
The task force meets Monday

in Sacramento but will be
closed to the public because of
state security concerns. There
will be a public meeting in Los
Angeles
on Oct. 15.

still required
Northern

California fire

_ agencies
say a burn suspension

their respective fire departments or fire districts.
He also said that even if it is
OK to burn debris, extreme

caution should be exercised

invoked this year may soon be
because of low humidity and
lifted.
hot weather conditions.
The agencies
say many resiHe said it is best to wait until
dents will need a valid burn
fire
season is declared over.
permit for the period from the
However, if residents decide
end of the suspension
until fire
to burn, they should be aware
season is declared over, and any
of the proper clearance for the
pilesof debris
that are larger
size of the piles they burn, and
than 6 feet in diameter
must be
they should have water on
' inspected
before a permit will
hand.
be issued.
The suspension from burn. Mark Megazzi, CDF fire caping on state and U.S. Forest Ser- tain, said anybody in a statevice land will be in effect until
responsibility
area is required
“favorable long-term weather
to have a permit, as well as conditions” are reported by the
many people within city limits.
Northern California InterMegazzi said residents who
agency Fire Forecast and
are not certain whether a perWarning Unit in Redding, a
mit is needed should contact
joint-agency press release said.

Assembly creates
terrorism task force
Speaker Robert Hertzberg of
the California Assembly announced Monday that a task
force was created to address the
Sept. 11 terrorist attacks’ impact on Californians.
The Task Force on the Impact
of Terrorism
on California consists of the chairmen and vice
chairmen of eight Assembly
committees and will convene
public hearings to gauge the
impacts of the events on public safety, the California
economy and the state's fiscal
health.
The panel will focus on three
areas: making sure Californians feel safe in their homes,

businesses and in every part of
the state; assessing the impact
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vices to people with traumatic
brain injuries and their families.
For more information, call

443-8951.

Literacy program
heips local children
The Humboldt Child Care
Council, Northcoast Children’s
Services,
Inc. and Hoopa Tribal

Anyone interested in making _ Early Head Start invite parents,

suggestions to the Legislature
about “weathering the crisis”

should call 1-800-977-SAFE, or
visit the task force feedback
Web
site
at
www.californiasafe.ca.gov.

Fun Filled Fair to be
held Saturday |
Making Headway, Inc. holds
its second-annual Fun Filled
Festival on Saturday from 11
a.m. to 4 p.m.
This year’s event features
face painting, a raffle, carnival
games, a dunk tank and a barbecue. There will also be a
raffle, with prizes donated by
community members.

The event benefits Making
Headway, which provides ser-

child-care providers and earlyeducation educators to participate in an eight-week statewide
HeadsUp! Reading literacy
project for children up to to 5
years old.
The Heads Up! Reading distance-learning
classes are free,
and are being offered in Eureka, Fortuna, McKinleyville,
and Hoopa starting this week.
As an added bonus, there is
an opportunity for family child
care providers, preschools and
child-care centers enrolled in
Heads Up! to receive children’s
books and instructional materials. Participants may be able
to earn credit, for a fee, toward
a degree or a child-development
permit. For more information,
call 444-8293.

Fair: Proceeds benefit local school
© Connwueo From pace 14
tures, candles and windchimes

Profits from the festival are
disbursed by the Fieldbrook
Educational Foundation to
various
programs
at
Fieldbrook Elementary School.
Programs include art and
music instrucwinery is a tion, class-

to T-shirts, and paintings,”
Moss said. “It’s a really diverse
display of art and crafts.”
The festival will also have a
variety of foods.
The event
menu

in-

“The

cludes barbemateribeautiful location.” room
cued albacore,
als, scholarLisa Appleton ships, earthchicken and
oysters, fresh
treasurer,
quake- presalads, homeFieldbrook Education paredness
made
desFoundation supplies, playserts,
and
ground equiphotdogs.
ment and a
Band OldDog will be at the
long-term, revenue-producing
event
playing
authentic
endowment fund.
Humboldt Hill music.
Last year’s attendance
for the
Fieldbrook music teacher
festival was as many as 750
Marilynn
Page will be serenadpeople, and they raised $5,000
ing patrons with her violin.
for the school.
Award-winning Fieldbrook
This year, the foundation's
Valley Winery will also be have goal is to draw at least 1,000
its annual fall case sale. This
people and hopes to raise
is the winery's
only yearly sale,
$7,000.
at which prices
will be reduced
“The winery is a beautiful
20 percent.
location,”said Lisa Appleton,
Fieldbrook community supfoundation treasurer. “It’s a
porter Bob Smith, owner of great benefit for Fieldbrook
Mad River Brewing, donated
School, and.all profits go back
several kegs of beer for the
into the community.”
event.
The winery is located at 4241
He ensured that pale ale,
Fieldbrook Road. For more inscotch porter and Jamaican
formation,
contact
Greg
Red will be on hand.
Bundros at 839-3553.
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Budget constraints stop Plaza cam

Arcata will look into other methods to control crime on the Plaza

The proposed project has
been

halted

“for

now,”

Gallagher said, after it met
heavy resistance from some
members of the community.
Gallagher did not cite community resistance as one of the
reasons for why the project was
canceled, but rather that costs
for the system were expected to
be 30 to 40 percent more than
initial projections, according to
his staff report.
The original plan had called
for one or more cameras to be
installed around the Plaza,

get disability. So, looking at the
picture of limited funds and
limited people, it was thought
that maybe if people knew
there was a camera up there,
it would serve as a deterrent.”

However, the notion of the
police using a camera to moni-

tor people in a public area was

then be wired to

the police station and moni-

sort of Orwellian interpreta-

tored from a desk.

tion of how this technology
was going to be used,” Behney
said. “And that was not the intention.”
Some people were so opposed to the camera, they
formed a political-action group

But Gallagher said he now is
leaning toward other methods
of controlling crime on the

Plaza, such as volunteer policing.

“If we can find other ways to
accomplish the community-ori-

to stop it from being imple-

ented policing goal I have, then
that would be fine,” he said.
“I’m not totally set on using the
camera.”
Gallagher’s community-oriented policing idea would consist of methods such as having
a group of citizens who would
do some walking patrol on their

mented.
The group, “NoCAM!,” could
not be reached for comment.
Behney said there is persistent vandalism — which is often alcohol-related --- in the

own, and call in violent activities, he said.
“Basically, we only have two
officers and a sergeant on at
any given time in the city,” he
said. “So we need other eyes

and ears to tell the police what’s

“Last Friday, the window of
the Rocking Horse was broken,” Behney said.
“And it was directly related
to people having too much alcohol and fighting out on the
street,” he said.
“There’s a business person
who had to get up at 3 o’clock

in the morning, clean up the

The lack of available officers
was one of the primary reasons
the camera was initially considered, said Michaei Behney,
executive director of Arcata
Mainstreet Business Association.

mess, and pay for a new window,” he said. “And that’s not

it wasn’t his first choice either.

“I think in a perfect world,
what we’d have is a couple of
beat cops,” Behney said.
“The suggestion for the camera came about because the
technology exists, but also because the police force has been

consistently understaffed for a
couple of years now,” Behney
said.
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going on so we can be there.”

Behney was a supporter of
the camera in the past, but said

ds

every year,” Behney said.
“Whereas the camera would be
an investment of $20,000 or
$30,000. And you know they
don’t take vacations; they don’t

met with stiff resistance by
some people.
“The reaction that we got
from the community was this

which would

Dy

talking about $50,000 a year,

aig

A surveillance camera won't
be installed on the Arcata Plaza
anytime soon, said Chris
Gallagher, Arcata police chief.
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The camera was proposed by
several different security companies as a way to offset the
costs of hiring new officers.
“To get a beat cop, you’re

“4

sy MacArtnurn Lunogen

an isolated incident. It happens
regularly.”
As for Gallagher’s idea of
community policing, Behney
said: “It’s fine, but it’s a limited resource. What I would like to

see discussed further is how
can we get community policing
to work with a beat cop.”
On the prospect of hiring
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new officers, Gallagher said,
“Right now, our budget doesn’t
allow us to do that.”
He said the camera issue is
not completely dead. But it has

been put on hold while the city
looks
tives.

into possible alterna-
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Prospective volunteers, Danielie Dean (left), and LaQuetta Johnson
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its like
Leisure Companion Coordinator Michael McClimon (center) describe what
to be involved with the program.

Companions:HSU volunteers form friendships

822-7039

442-2345
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607 F Street, Arcata
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Bien and his match, Tom
Pulaski, get together once a
week.

Pulaski likes to go to different restaurants, Bien said.

Pulaski said he is grateful for
the friendships he has gained.
“T’ve got a lot of things that
are really great, got a lot of
friends out there — things are

just perfect,” he said. “I’m re-
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ally blessed for people like
(Bien).”
Pulaski suffered a head injury when he was 7 years old.
He is now 53.

“A lot of things are going

said.

handle

be-

SS
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“I can

it,

though.”

mind to, or my heart to it,” he
said.

Through the program, people:
will periodically check in on
the independents, just to see if
they are keeping track of their
money or taking care of household chores.

One of Pulaski’s passions is
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painting.

He

teaches once a
week

at the

Mad

River

children’s.
Center, and he

said he would
He said he
Jeanette
Latham
jive
to teach
hopes someHCAR volunteer every day. He
day he will
spends a lot of
eventually
live on his own. However, he is time preparing lesson plans
and “creating memories.”
considered to live indepen“I paint memories of hope ...
dently.
of tough feelings that came
“I could do anything I put my

DI ERL.«

1031 H St. ¢ Arcata
822-3450

talk

problems.”

Natural all-cotton robes in

long-staple cotton.

and

good

@bout each other’s

All-Natural
velour and waffle weave styles.
Generously sized, made from

real

eS

through,” he said. “It helped
me. It brought things like, ‘Tom
you’re OK. You’re alive, you’re
breathing.”
For more information on the
Leisure Companion Program,
call
476-8168,
or
e-mail
McClimon

mmccli9670@aol.com.
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Vehicle emissions fuel global warming
Studies link greenhouse

gases to human influence
the EPA statistics.

wor Uiaidias Memniven
SCIENCE EDITOR

any North Coast
residents agree
that
warmer
weather is a welcome change.
But what if the warmer temperatures, which can mean
more frequent trips to the river
or the beach, also meant there
would
be
more
extreme
weather, rapidly rising sea levels and significant loss of

homes, agriculture and wildlife?
Current Environmental Pro-

tection Agency information,
based on scientific evidence
compiled by more than 2,000 of

the world’s leading climate scientists, strongly suggests that
human-induced glo- =
mate changes

have

The climate scien-

tists, working

gen oxides and hydrocarbons
as the two most significant pollutants, but carbon monoxide
and particulate matter are also
contributors.
Nitrogen dioxide reacts with
water to produce a mixture of
nitrous and nitric acids — two
components of acid rain.
Nitric oxide in the part of the

atmosphere closest to the Earth
contributes to the forming of

ozone, which can cause other
eye and lung irritants.
In the upper at-

we There iS @ mosphere, nitrogen

bal warming and clibegun.

Trucks and cars emit onethird of pollution
Trucks and cars, otherwise
_known as “mobile-source” .
emitters, are a leading cause of
urban air pollution, otherwise
known as smog.
The EPA has identified nitro-

dis cerna ble

huma

governmental Panel
on Climate Change,
concluded in a final-

of

M ozone. Ozone is a

to- jnffuence

gether as the Inter-

oxide causes the de-

composition

on

8s molecule com-

global
the
climate.”

prised of three oxy-

ized report in Sep- __!PCC

tember that “there is a
discernable human influence
on the global climate.
Despite the panel’s initial
findings published in a 1990 report on climate change, the
Bush administration commissioned a study by the National
Academy of Sciences to look
into the matter this spring.
The academy’s 24-page re-

port, released June 6, said global warming “is real and particularly strong within the past
20 years,” the Associated Press
reported on June 7.
EPA information and the report from the academy both
state carbon-dioxide emissions

from burning fossil fuels is the
leading cause of the Earth’s climate change.

gen

atoms.

The

ozone layer forms
rt the Earth’s thin
report shield that protects
us from harmful ultraviolet radiation.
Carbon monoxide irritates

the respiratory tract and
causes coronary damage, according to a 1996 EPA report.

: pxovo ey Narnan
A vehicle undergoes emissions testing at Frankiin's Service in Arcata. Humboidt
County vehicles have less-stringent standards than other smog-affected areas.

Carbon dioxide causes most
global warming
Another gas released in en-

New product reduces
emissions, saves fuel

gine combustion is carbon dioxide.

' Although beneficial to plants
and ordinarily harmless to humans, it is the increased levels

last up to twenty years.

of carbon dioxide in the atmosphere that is causing global
warming and impacting humans indirectly.
For every gallon of gasoline
a vehicle burns, 20 pounds of
carbon dioxide is released into

SCIENCE EDITOR
Save the World Air, an Australia-based company, has be-

gun marketing a product that
claims to “virtually eliminate”
carbon monoxide and hydrocarbon emissions caused by

the atmosphere, according to

Cars AND TRUCKS EMIT
ONE-THIRD

OF GASES

Tailpipe emissions from cars

and trucks account for almost
one-thirdof the air pollution in
the United States, according-to
SevPravr
Vat unease nereane

EPA data.
A California Department of
Transportation report from
November 2000 identifies 22.7

The

Fuel Saver” device

attaches to the carburetor or Senereens

niestnt

see Warming,
page 22.
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internal combustion of gasoline. The device, called “Zero

Emission Fuel Saver,” is the
oe scene pack, hes ng

The emission-reducing device fits easily to the base of!
the carburetor and fuel-injec-

tion systems and works by reducing the size of the fuel molecules passing from the carburetor or center point fuel injector to the inlet manifold, according to the Save The World
Air product information. The
fuel is reduced from approxi-

ate
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The Golden West Women’s
Flyfishers’ Club was started 18
years ago by a handful of
women in the Bay Area. Pat
Magnuson, vice president of
the club, said there are. 150

a

et!

_| students for research

se
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will

each.

receive’

a lot of work in schools teaching children abo
fish ut
ecology

$1,500

from the Golden West Women's

and the importance of clean

“Club.

water, Magnuson said.
-Parthree is studying the ecolHazlewood said the group
ogy, productivity and water
also raises money to students
quality of the Smith River es- studying fisheries.
tuary.
The group has given over
Cole’s project includes an ex$27,000 in scholarships to stutensive study of Humboldt Bay
dents — aiding women

— including mapping fish species distribution, as well as temperature and salinity sampling.
Mary Hazlewood, scholarship
chairperson for the flyfishing
club, said Parthree and Cole
were chosen for the award because they are fully committed
to their work in fisheries.

“Their letters of intent were

eloquent in what their goals
were,” Hazlewood said. “It is
very heartening to see what
they are excited and interested
s

in.”

in the

work
to n
fisheries field who pla
in California is their specific
target, she said.
Cole has finished the mapping and sampling research
part of her project on
Humboldt Bay.
She said her team of researchers sampled in areas of
the bay where no one else has
before. Her next step is the
write-up of her research, she
said.
Cole said the ocean has al-

ways fascinated her, and she

developed a love for it early on.

“I was fortunate that my fa-

ther worked

{ r the National

Park Service,” Cole said. “We
moved arounc juite a bit, but
we usually lived in places close
to the Atlanti~ Ocean.”

d the Marine
Cole att.
Academy of science and Tech-

nology, which is a public high
school in New Jersey. She said
being able to get her hands

dirty in high school made her

realize she wanted to do fieldwork in biology as a career.

Cole earned her bachelor’s in
biology at Meredith College in

Raleigh, N.C., and has also vol-

unteered for the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration.
“I don’t want an office job.”
Cole said. “If I can’t find the
right job, I'd like to continue
with school and keep learning
new things.”

Parthree said she and Cole

have become close friends
while helping each other with

see Fisheries, next page
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ZEFS: Emission-reducing product promises cleaner air
° Conrmuen From pace 19

3 microns, which enables the
fuel molecules to bond with
oxygen atoms and burn almost
completely, according to the
Save The World Air Website.
Save The World Air is currently taking orders for the
product, which sells for $75
wholesale
and
has
a
manufacturer’s suggested |retail price of $195.
Independent tests were conducted on the “Zero Emission
Fuel Saver” product by the
Northern California Diagnostics Laboratories Inc. The laboratory is an EPA-recognized
testing facility licensed by the
California
Air Resources Board
to conduct tests in accordance
with Federal Test Procedure
standards.
A 1978 Ford Grenada, with a
4.1 liter engine, was used in the
tests.

The laboratory first examined the Grenada’s emissions
and fuel efficiency levels without the “Zero Emission Fuel
Saver” device and then tested
. the vehicle multiple times with
the device installed.
The Grenada’s pre-installation levels were more than
twice as high as levels expected
for a large truck.

That indicates that the engine

was

performing

very

lated the before-and-after
fuel usage. The gas mileage increase from 22.6 mpg to 33.8
mpg. That is a 49 percent increase.
The most dramatic decrease
in emissions occurred in the
“City” carbon monoxide levels,

More information about the
product, as well as where to
purchase it can be found on
the company’s Website at
www.savetheworldair.com |
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with a 78.5 percent reduction.
The “Highway” test revealed a

75.9 percent reduction in the
oxides of nitrogen.
Although the decrease was
significant, the product did not
come close to “eliminating”
the . fe
pollutants. The “ZEFS” device
did not even reduce the levels
below the EPA's Tier 1 category,
the least stringent air-quality

standard foremissions.
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There are clearly benefits to
fitting an older vehicle with the

device. Newer, better-engineered vehicles may not’ see
such dramatic results.
The company has ongoing
plans to research and develop
the device to multiport fuel injectors used on many newer

We’ve Confused

Comfort and
Fashion

vehicles. The company also is

McKinleyville Shopping Center

developing models
for outboard
boat motor and lawn mowers.

“Better

‘engine

OPEN!

840-0968

design

www.shoeenvy.com

result(s) in more complete mixing of the fuel and air before
combustion,” said Derek Baker,

assistant professor of the environmental engineering department. “Almost all, if not all,

poorly and was releasing a lot . cars sold within the past 10

of pollutants. The tests, performed for “City” and “Highway” driving produced the following before-and,after results.
The laboratory also calcu-

years use fuel injection systems
controlled by computers, which
results in better fuel economy,

lower emissions and better performance.”

students awarded by ivfishers
Fisheries: Master's
bine my love of Earth science

© CONTINUED
FROM PREVIOUS PAGE
their fisheries projects.

“I’m really appreciative of
my fellow students who’ve
worked with me and the people
who

have given me scholar-

ships,” Parthree said.

—

Parthree said she is almost
done with her fieldwork, after

many months of driving up to
the Smith River estuary to do
research on the slough channels.
her
earned
Parthree
bachelor’s in oceanography

from the University of Pennsylvania. She said in her ocean-

resources class she became
deeply interested in the declining health of the world’ s fisheries.
“I’m a science-minded per-

_ son, and I became interested in
the processes of estuaries,”
Parthree said. “Studying fish-

and oceanography.”
“I’m willing to work anywhere in the world that needs
me,” she said.
She said working in the field
to improve degraded fisheries
is her particular interest.
Parthree said the current
outlook in fisheries manage-

ment is pessimistic from many
people, but she said she feels
there is hope.
“I just want to say to all the
fishermen complaining about

the

regulations,

‘Hang

in

there,” she said. “If we work
together, there can be a recovery. ”

Parthree said attending HSU
and the University of Pennsylvania was nice for her because

both schools are small.
“T’ve been helped a lot by professors, and I know pretty

much everyqne in the masters
eries gives me achance tocom- , prosraih per: Parthiee said.
Peeves
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Cole and Parthree said they
are both looking forward to

meeting the flyfishing club
soon. It was their faculty advisor and fisheries professor,
Tim Mulligan, who recom-

mended to them to apply for

Your own room |
... foraletiess
than derms
» Pay as little as $300 per

the scholarship.
“He has informed us on any

month including utilities

and every opportunity for
scholarships and funding,”

»

Parthree said.

Both students have relied on
volunteers to help with much
of their projects because funding is very difficult. Both Cole
and Parthree said they were .

Get free internet access &

use our computer lab
» Stay close to HSU, the
Plaza and on the bus line

very thankful to students who

did work for them out of the
goodness of their heart.
“We are a group of women
who come from everywhere,”
Magnuson

said.

“We

have

housewives, educators and

high-powered executives in the
club. We come together for the
love of the sport.”

455 Union Street
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ZEFS

hicles are the cleanest and contribute the least emissions.

million registered vehicles in

Crosse A MORE FUEL-

California, which has a population of 34.6 million people.
Last year, 16.7 billion gallons
of fuel were consumed during

EFFECIENT

leased 334 billion pounds of carbon dioxide into the atmosphere.
The CDT report projects
there will be an increase of 11.3
million cars by 2020 (to 34 million), with an estimated total

DRIVE FEWER MILES

fuel consumption of 25 billion
gallons of fuel, which will con-

one-third of air pollution, the

tribute 500 billion pounds of

EPA suggest drivers take pub-

Because vehicles make up

carbon dioxide to the atmo-

lic transportation whenever

sphere.
The EPA suggest taking the
following steps to help reduce
carbon dioxide emissions:

possible, car pool and combine
activities into one trip.

MAINTAIN YOUR VEHICLE
Vehicles are designed to work
most efficiently when they are

Buy A CLEAN VEHICLE
By using the green-vehicle
guide on the EPA web-site, con-

maintained according to the instructions
manual. —

sumers can research which ve-

in

the

owner’s

Upcoming Lectures
Jim Harvey of the Moss
Landing Marine Laboratories

Smith of the College of Natural Resources and Science
Dean’s office. The title of the

will present a lecture Friday
titled “The Life and Times of
Harbor Seals in Central California: Cruising for Sex and

Lecture is “The Vertebrates:
Amazing Diversity in a Relatively Small Group.
The second lecture, titled

The lecture will be held in

“Creation or Evolution: Does
the Bible Contradict Science?”
will be given by William
Herbrechtsmeier, of the Religious Studies department.
The lectures begin at 7 p.m

NR 101 at noon.

Billy Ellyson , from the department of biological sciences, will present a lecture on

epiphytic lichens and bryophytes of Sitka spruce in an

and will run until 9 pm. The
lectures will be held in Science
B 135.
Refreshments will be served.

old-growth redwwod forest.
The lecture will be held
Thursday in the WF 258 at 4
pm.

—

Two seminars are planned
for Friday that run in conjunction with last weeks PBS miniseries on evolution. The first
lecture will be given by Steve

The final lecture this week
will given by Bill Golden ,of the

Chemistry department, titled
“Infrared Reflection: Absorption Spectroscopy” The lecture
will be held Monday in Sciece
Aat4p.m.

op jutoo hat rome i
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Pal aT, examining sexual assauit
Welcome back!
Please visit us
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VEHICLE

The better gas mileage a vehicle gets, the less fuel it burns.
Less fuel burned means less
pollution is created. The Department of Energy web-site,
www.fueleconomy.gov, has
information to help consumers
select the most fuel-efficient
vehicle.

vehicle operation, which re-
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Hemp culture at Hempfest
More. than 2,000 people gather |in Redwood Park for festival
sy Danie: Buaine
LUMBERJACK REVIEWER

Humboldt County’s cannabis
culture gathered at Arcata’s
Redwood

Park

to celebrate

hemp and marijuana and the
movement
tion.

for their legaliza-

Approximately 2,000 people
attended the Cannabis Action

Network sponsored 11th annual Hempfest West on Satur-

cluded P.E. Smith and Ed
Rosenthal.
Smith was the first California medical marijuana patient
and grower and was recently
released from prison for the
cultivation of medical marijuana.
Rosenthal

expressed

his

opinions on the drug war during his speech.
At noon, half of the day’s total attendance had already filed
into the park to watch the raising of the American flag. This

day.
For many, the festival is a
ritual expression of cannabis
ideology, hemp legalization, the
protection and advancement of

year’s flag, made from hemp, is
part of the first series of flags
to be made from hemp. The cer-

_ medicinal-marijuana laws, and

minute of silence for “peace of

the push for decriminalization

the world situation.”
To gain a better understanding of what the festival was re-

of marijuana.
The festival began at 11 a.m.,
with host and network founder
J.J. Baker leading the inaugurations with a loud, “Hemp,

Hemp, Hooray!” cheer that echoed throughout the day.
The festival included hemp
vendors, food booths, a Proposition. 215 medical-marijuana-

emony

was

followed

by

a

‘ally about, I decided to take a
tour of the various booths in
the park, and ask vendors
about their views about cannabis and find out who was selling what.
Vendor
Kevin Johnson,

smoking tent, musical perfor-

owner of Solutions hemp retail
store in Arcata, explained how

mances and a hemp fashion

DEA founder Henry Anslinger

show.

persuaded Congress to outlaw

Speakers at the festival in+

cannabis cultivation and recre-

PHOTO BY EM KNIGHT
Hempfest

revelers participate in a drum circle at Redwood

ational use in 1937.
“Henry Anslinger used racist tactics to scare uninformed

Randolf Hearst owned timber,

people into believing there was

because it conflicted with his

¢ : eed to criminalize marijuana,” Johnson said. “Also,
publishing tycoon William

interests.”

so he used his paper to influ-

ence against hemp cultivation
Ben Weisner sold a glass
smoking device called the
Pocket Vaporizers at one booth.

“When you vaporize the THC
no carbons are released, by just
heating the herb you release the
medicine without having to

A dialogue with Ed Rosenthal
Key speaker Ed Rosenthal
addressed the 2,000-plus crowd
at Hempfest just before 4:20.
Rosenthal has written 10 books
on the subject of marijuana
and has written for High Times
magazine. He currently is writ-

ing for the magazine Cannabis
Culture. Lumberjack staffer
Daniel Crawshaw spoke with
him before Rosenthal gave his
speech.

and other European car-makers. They use hemp packing
for fiber instead of using
plastics, and that’s very inexpensive. You first need the infrastructure of the farmers.
What parts of the hemp
industry should be focused
on right now?

to put up $100.to 150 million
has

currently writes for ; asreally hard, ‘On the other hand,
-"*take what Mercedes is doing
Cannabis Culture.

2
isan siaeeyna vege \

mated to retool industry to
use hemp?
Each industry is different.
KNIGHT
BY E M O
PHOT

Writer Ed Rosenthal
spoke at Hempfest on
Saturday. Rosenthal

has worked for High .
Times Magazine and —

For instance paper mills — in
order to make profit — have to
be very large. First you have to

have the infrastructure of
hemp available, then someone

_ to tool that, sO that industry is

Several glass vendors were at
the event selling water tubes
(bongs), bubblers and pipes.
“We have mostly Pyrex glass

pieces and some hard glass,”
said Marcus

the

Welch of Puffs

glass booth. “There is a lot of
inside-out works.

I think industrial cloth,

hemp oils, and fiber. Those
are the main things.
What do you believe the
identity of the cannabis
culture symbolizes to most
Americans?
It depends on where you
are. For instance I live in the
Bay Area, and up here there
is certainly a different opinion about cannabis then there
is, lets say, in the Midwest. I
think what's going on now is

How expensive is it esti-

burn it,” Weisner said.

All of the

glass is made by a local artist,
so we're out here supporting
one another.”

Other prominent glass booths
Glassworks,
were Oregon
Dankesters Glass and Humboldt Glass Blowers.

Almost every booth at
Hempfest was selling some sort
of hemp clothing or handblown glass pieces. A few
booths, however, were selling
hemp food products. Food of the
Gods Chocolate was selling
hemp-seed chocolate for $3 a

revaducation of the

a

Park.

Representatives of YouthFederation.com were present

at the festival. The organization plans to gather 1 million
valid signatures from California registered voters in 2003 to

place an initiative for hemp le-

galization on the 2004 ballet.
“Hemp is a human right, it
will help humanity,” said federation member Eric Rodgers.

The federation had a hemp
surfboard at its booth with the
organization’s symbol of a
grizzly bear and marijuana
leaf on the board.
“The state of California and
hemp should be integrated together,” said Mike Jolson,
founder of the federation.
“Hemp is the number one
renewable resource for paper,
fiber, fuel, medicine, protein,
relaxation,” Jolson said. “We

can replace all wood, petroleum and plastic products
while generating a lot of
money for our country.”
Arcata police officer Drake
Goodale has been with the
Arcata department for seven
years. He said the police’s role
at the event was to provide
“public safety and enforcement.”
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Guitar wizard
comes to Tomo
Tonight guests at Café Tomo

will be treated to the sounds
of guitar wizard Tim Reynolds
playing tunes off of his newest release, “Nomadic Wavelength.”
Reynolds gained much of his
_ popularity after collaborating
with The Dave Matthews Band
on seven of the group’s albums. Reynolds has also performed with the group at several of its sold-out-arena tours.
Tonight’s show will start at

9. Tickets cost $12 in advance
and $15 at the door. The concert is restricted to guests 21
and older.

Roots rockers Culture, will ereuna

Culture to play Mateel

sy Joun Estey

LUMBERJACK STAFF

Redway

will

be

rocking

tommorow as the reggae’ band
Culture rolls into town for a
performance at the Mateel
Community Center.
Culture, featuring the shimmering lead vocals of Joseph
Hill, is known as perhaps
reggae’s pre-eminent harmony

group.

centerarts
Friday, Oct

_

—_
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East Gym

5*7 pms

Beastie

Boys

SaaLG

DJ

SU

3. The HifHop Lounge & DJ Jet-Eye
HSU

students only $10

Formed in the 70s golden age
of reggae, Culture continues to
garner international acclaim
for its brand of roots reggae
music.
Culture is perhaps most Well
known for its legendary album
“Two Sevens Clash.” The 1977
release was a passionate cry for
political justice for the oppressed, that “combines visionary intensity with the hypnotic
groove of reggae at its most
transcendent,” according to a
review from Rolling Stone
magazine.

The tragic events that have
recently occurred in America

have put touring performers in
an unusual position, and in a
telephone interview last week
from a tour stop in Tucson,
Ariz., Culture’s leader Joseph

Hill addressed the painful issue

0) RED
HSU

students

2

only

$8

Sunday, Oct 21*8 pms

East Gym

+¥

BEES) moMattuth
Fob Boy

orow.
*
tomm

straight on.
“Whether you are young,
whether you are old, come out
and let’s lean together,” Hill
said. “Let’s cry our tears together. Let’s share our bitterness together. Let’s arise together, and praise to God for
loving together, all together,
because no onecan do it alone.”
Hill, a man that music editor
Elena Oumano of Amazon.com
wrote, “is a mesmerizing
preacher-teacher who’s still
singing at the crossroads where
meets
gospel
Rastaman
Hendrix’s acid communion,”

spoke of the potential healing

effects of music on the listener.
“This music is like a piece of
cloth that washes the soul when
it is in trouble,” Hill said. “So I
am expecting and wanting the
sick, and the lame, and the lazy

to come out and for us allto sing
together in sympathy. And to
spread the love, to strengthen

the love, to water the love, to

circle the love that we have for
each other.”

Culture has performed twice
at the annual Reggae on the
River festival, and this will be
its third appearance at the
Mateel Community Center.
“Joseph Hill remains on the
front line, still observing, still
offering a voice of wisdom and

experience to calm the chaos.

The message of Joseph Hill has
always been one of peace, and
he’s been on task for over two
decades, the quality of his music continues to deepen, and his
sincerity never wavers,” writes
music critic D.J. Johnson in a
review of Culture’s latest release, 2000’s “Humble African.”
The band can also be heard
on the “Reggae” album from
the popular series of world

music

compact

discs

from

Putumayo Records.

“Culture is emblematic of
Rasta-Roots

Reggae, and Jo-

seph Hill is a tireless, witty, erudite and rootsy performer with
an intense presence and nu-

merous songs about every facet
of life. He is a positive and intelligent role model in reggae
today, with deep concern for
family, community and social
issues, and current events,”

stated the press release from
Putamayo Records.
Doors open at 7 p.m., and music begins at 7:30 with Luna
Angel and the I-Rise Band as
the opening act. Advance tickets are $16, and are available at
The Metro CDs and Tapes,

People’s

Records,

and

The

Works in Arcata and Eureka.
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‘Hip Hop Homecoming’ at HSU
Argueably one of hip hop’s
most innovative DJs, Mix Master Mike will be coming
to your

neighborhood soon when he
performs at HSU’s “Hip Hop
Homecoming” in the East Gym
on Friday.
The show will also feature
performances by dancehallreggae musicians Rocker
T and
Jah Yzer, as well as the funky
sounds of The Hip Hop Lounge.
I talked to Mix Master about
a week before his scheduled
performance during a phone
interview when the DJ was at
his manager’s office in Southern California.

doing some of his more
funky stuff?
That was like when he was
doing his “Future Shock” album. It was in, like, ’85.
What

kind

of

stuff

in-

spires you now? When
you’re coming up with these
‘new sounds, do have things
that have been influencing
you a lot lately?
I guess now, it’s been all about

inspiring myself. Pretty much,
it’s me going up into the lab and
trying to come up with something. I.do different formulas

that I have previously in the
past and just recreating new
shit every time I step into the
lab. Tryin’ to lock down my own
sound.
On a lot of tracks you do,
_ do you make your own drumbeats and stuff like that? |
All the production I do, I
make my own beats. It’s pretty
much all-original music.
Last time you were up here
was at Reggae on the River.
How was that experience?
You were playing at a show
that was pretty much dominated by another genre —
reggae music — and you got
a pretty positive response.
It was like a love fest over
there. People were chillin’,
diggin’ it. It was not like a regular show I do. It’s just great to

‘ perform in an outdoor venue
(such as) that one and be able
to get my message across on the
turntables

heads.

with

the reggae

|

delivering pizzas
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DET

PlazaPizza w/ White Sauce = Garden
:¢ Grilled Chicken
coiag
7 oS Salad
° Veggie Rolls

& Sat: 11 am- 10 pm, Sun: 2-9 pm
9 pm, Fri
Open Mon-Thur: 11 am-

“A BENEFIT FOR HUMBOLDT MEDIATION SERVICES

Original hip-hop was created
with reggae music and Jamai-

can music. I think they work
hand in hand, so they have a

good understanding of where
the music came from and
where I came from.
Rocker T was at Reggae on
the River that year as well.
Is he someone you tour

around with a lot, or is it just
by coincidence?
It’s pretty coincidental. Me
and him are good friends, and
sometimes we get booked for
the same show.
Are you planning on having any vocalists when you

perform, or is it going to be
just you on the turntables?
All straight-up turn tables
I was listening to your new

CD

“Spin Psycle,”

thought

the

sound

and I
was

pretty interesting because
you’re mixing the more s0table
turn
phisticated
crehave
you
sounds that
ated. But the album still has
an old-school hip hop feel to
it. Is that something you
were aiming for?

tain the crowd as far as people
that are into hardcore hip hop.
I definitely think that hardcore
fans will appreciate the CD.
I know a lot of the tracks
on the album that have vocals are remixes — like the
Deltron song and the Beastie
Boys song. Did an artist lay
down vocal tracks specifically for the album?
No, not really. As far as the
Del track, it was me and Mario
C that hooked all the beats be-

something that would enter-

Tickets on sale for

$15 per

call Humboldt

Mediation Services at 445-2505 for ticket information.

hind that. So it was a remix of
“Positive Contact.” As far as

people comin’ in — it’s more of
people giving me underground
records and remixing them.

Alot of kids out there hear

all these hip-hop albums
with scratching and stuff
like that, and they go out and
spend a grand on turntables
and other equipment, only to
find out it’s a lot harder than

it looks. Do have any advice —
for kids out there that want
to just jump right into being
a DJ?

I definitely suggest they get
inito the history and knowledge
of music in general, and hip
I was tryin’ to come across as
hop itself and where it started.
more of a hip-hop conductor.
Grandwizard
who
Know
Independent beats with a crossBambatta,
Africa re
is, do
Theo
over of independent artists as
Cool Hurk, and get into the
well. I was tryin’ to make a
study of knowledge of music
whole hour of something you
because that’s what makes an
can ride to. Like, if you were on
artist.
along drive or doing your launLike me growing up around
to
dry one day, if you wanted
ed in the
pop in a CD to get you through | music and being involv
height of hip hop, ’85 to’95 was
the day, you just pop that CD in,
so raw.
and it will hold you over for a an era of where it was
whole hour or so.

I was just trying to make

a,

my mind.
Was that when Herbie was

We're now

ce e
TRO N

I was reading your bio, and
it said you first started spinning records after you went
to a Herbie Hancock show
with Grandmixer DST.
It was a concert live on TV,
and it was something I was totally inspired by. Watching it
totally sparked something in

.
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DJs that are just starting to
DJ and that’s it — they have
no knowledge of what’s behind what they are doing. I
definitely advise them to get
into different types of music
— like jazz and rock and all
other areas of music — instead of just scratching, if
they want to become something.
That would probably
help people become more

innovative too, right?
Yeah, you develop your

own style,

here in Humboldt? Do have

What do think about the
current state of hip hop?
Now it (seems like) revert-

anything crazy planned?

ing back into the old way of

where it’s like more stripped
down beats and getting out of
that stage where it was more

Hempfest:

When asked what police
would do about people smoking cannabis,

officer Kevin

Stonebarger replied, “We just
deal with it — if they have a 215

ALL SHOWS GPM @ THE WAN DUZER THEATRE, SY
ES

OTNERWISE

watch. People can get ready
to wiggle. People can get
ready to dance and just have
a good time.
— Matt Crawford

Behind the stage was a
smoke-out tent with a 100-person vaporizer set up inside,

people walked into the tent and
floated out of it.
Most of the crowd dispersed

or passed out by 5 p.m., and a

card then, we’re all cool.”
The Cannabis Action

‘People can get ready to

Hemp, hemp hooray

* ConrinueD FROM PAGE 23

Net-

work also provided security for
the event to help keep the peace.
Chief of security, Hooty Hoo,

tribal drum circle formed in
the last patch of sunshine in
the park.

As

shadows

con-

sumed the lawn all that could

said his job was to patrol for

be heard was the rhythmic

cops, keeping them out of the

sounds of drums, bottles,
chanting and sweaty humans

crowd and at the outer perim-

- eter of the park.
“The police are busting
people in the forest, so that’s

why everyone should stay with
the group
said.

in the park,” Hoo

The general consensusof the
mood at Hempfest can be de-

scribed as happy and euphoric.
Just before 4:20, most of the
people who attended the festival were in a lackadaisical
stare. Couples who came to
check out the event were seen
fleeing the park with their
young children just before the

smoking ritual began.

MTS ATICLEL
Pela a ea
SURE
OLA

Now I think it’s more about
party-rockin’ hip-hop music.
That’s what I wanted to do
with “Spin Phycle” — recreate how hip hop used to be
and how hip hop should be.
Just like party rockin’.
It’s not about how many
Crystal bottles you drink. I’m
just tryin’ to bring the fun
back into it. That’s how it
should go back. It should revert itself back that way ina
more futuristic form.
What should we expect
when you hit the stage up

dancing.
The 11th annual Hempfest
West was definitely a scene that
symbolizes Humboldt County’s
cannabis culture. It was a free
event, there was a lot of love,
and the event expressed the
greater movement to legalize

hemp and cannabis. As a
counter-culture, most of America’s cannabis consumers are
looking toward the West, particularly Humboldt County, to
see how cannabis will be integrated into mainstream society.
Right now is a unique time to
watch the challenge for change.
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Sacred.Grounds
Organic Coffee
7th& F St, Arcata
will run

every Thursday evening.
Come and experience the best

local pOets and Musiciansas
they CONTINUE
the event that they

made great. Open to all, sign ups
are
at 7:00 ppm and the Fun begins
at 8:00 pm.
Call 822-06901..

ae

International Piano Competition.
Olga Kern won the gold medal at the Van Cliburn

Olga Kern comes to HSU

Award-winning pianist to play Van Duzer

American composer.

When asked in a phone interview, from Texas, whether she
thought she was going to win

Kern said, “I thought maybe
that I would win because I play

very well but then there was so
much competition.”
“To prepare for the competition I practiced very hard from
the earliest day to the latest

Kern also plays the organ and
a guitar. She said the organ is

Kern is from Russia.
“That’s where all my family

harder because you have to use
your legs, but the sound is nice.

She was born into a family
of musicians. She began
studying piano at the Central
Music School of Moscow at
age 5 and won her first international competition at 11.
“I usually don’t have much

She said she is excited because
some of the places she has per-

said. “After

event or credit card orders call

and friends are — and my
three year old son, I miss him
very much,” she said.

time to practice, maybe three

hours a day,” Kern

I finish my two-year tour, I
plan on staying here for a

4
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Salle Cortot in Paris.

Kern hopes to continue to play
concerts after her two years of
concert engagements are over.
formed have already asked her

to come back .
Tickets are $20 for students,
$25 for children and seniors, and
$30 general.
For more information on the

the University, ticket office at
826-3928.
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screamed and cried and called
all my family, and they
screamed and cried too.”

~

Se:

“I was so excited when I
heard my name,” Kern said. “I

sad

Airlines.

+

travel support on American

so

medal performance, clothing
by Neiman Marcus and air

:
;

agement, a CD of her gold

EA

two

years of international concert
engagements and career man-

ee

received

OP

also

¢

Kern

several major competitions including the Unisa Transnet, Second China, Hamamatsu, and the
Cantu International Piano competitions. She has performed
throughout Europe, Japan,
South Africa, South Korea and
the United States.
She has also appeared in the
Great Hall of the Moscow Conservatory, Symphony Hall in
Osaka, La Scala in Milan and the

4

-“Every four years, the Van
Cliburn International Piano
Competition brings together
approximately 30 young musicians from around the world to
celebrate their gifts and compete for a wide variety of prizes
— including generous cash
awards and numerous concert
engagements,” said Shannon
Berge, administrative coordinator for Center Arts.
The contestants shrink from
30 to 12 semifinalists to six finalists and then to three medalists. Each contestant picks
their own recital program that
includes a composition by an

Kern has earned top prizes in

4

the gold medal since 1969.

first woman to be selected for

come to the United States.

338

the Van Duzer Theatre tommorow at 8 p.m.

parents until he is old enough to

hy

wanted.”
Kern recieved the gold
medal on June 10. She is the

Se

Olga Kern, Van Cliburn International Piano Competition
gold-medal winner, will play in

ing her son in Russia with her

fTE

had a very nice piano and
would let me play whenever I

while — the economic situation
is so much better here.”
Due to her busy touring
scheduale, Kern plans on leav-

xpee
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night because my program
was very hard,” Kern said.
“The family I was staying with
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The Lumberj
tones. It talks about everyday
being a new day. It has hints of
in God and Christ
and bethe closest to old . faith
ing
born
again.
Claypool on the
Then
the third
track,
CD. It’s got
“Boom,” serves as their little
some
__real
coming
out song. They say they
funk to it.
are about the rebirth, and this
The opening
is the way they are. It is their
to “Radon Baldefining song, I guess.
loon” reminds me
“Youth of the Nation,” exof Black Sabbath’s
poses shoot-outs in high school.
“Planet Caravan” and
It goes on to try to get behind
breaks into an acousticthe faces of the children in high
sounding jam. The.song is
school and figure out how to
about drifting and floating.
avoid these tragedies in the fu“Army’s on Ecstasy” gives

classic Primus lovers a taste of
the past. The chorus says it all:
“The army’s on ecstasy / so

they say / I read all about it /
In USA Today / They stepped
up urine testing / To make it go

nya Boe
ER
PVG LL

Oysterhead
“The Grand Pecking
Order”

WEG
ame
auras

Before I review this CD, you

Pecking Order” is worth buying. It’s better than a watereddown version of a regular band

PLEASURE
TZ1GST.
LOCATED

SUITE
NEXT

TO

D

CENTER

ARCATA
COLLEGE

(707)

826

great slap-bass,

cause he came up in Bay Area
clubs such as the Cactus Club
on First Street in San Jose, or
because I’ve seen him many

1709

FOOTBRIDGE

“The Grand

— it’s the Olympia of music.
It’s the musical antithesis of
McDonald’s. It’s it.
~em knight

times. It’s mainly because he’s
the best nonmetal bassist (Cliff
Burton, the world needs you.)
I’ve ever heard.
The former Primus bassist
and lead singer put together
several post-Primus projects —
such as Les Claypool and the
Holy Mackerel — and Oysterhead is his latest. The band has
a spacey kind of sound and the
silly, funky vocals for which
Claypool is famous.

Stewart Copeland and Trey
Anastasio round out the three-

man band with some decent
drumming and guitar riffs.
However, “The Grand Pecking Order” is a break-away from

Claypool’s usual sound. It has
eerie background sounds, and
Claypool tests the limits of the
bass scales. It seems as if the
band
is’
bringing
out
somebody’s subconscious mind
and laying it out musically.
Most of the songs refer to

o

bead

abdb

>

as AdB

aE

ak

eLDL

SDH:

mention

these

rage against is unclear.
“Thinking About Forever” is
a touching piece about a
mother who has died.

PO.D,
Satillite

AA

Basically, P.O.D. is trying to

On first listen, it reminds me

of something I'd dance to in a
club when I’m really, really, re
ally drunk.

Unfortunately for P.O.D., I
don’t drink anymore.
P.O.D. consists of four young
men have some positive things

to say about taking action in
life. Fortunately, the album includes a list of the lyrics, or else
they may be difficult to under-

stand. Following along with the

break stereotypes about rap
and reggae having a negative
impact on young minds by adding generally positive lyrics to
the repetitive beats of area
reggae amateurs. They switch mid-song from

head banging rock to rhythmic

CD Review Scale

uiner ff of
rockin' <4

music, reading the lyrics cre-

bred
«4

gardless of viewpoints, race,

would like their listeners to

concept of putting your money
where your mouth is.
The second track, “Alive,”
seems to have religious over-

a

Then they surprise me again.
_“Ghetto” talks about living
peacefully with each other, re-

the mold. It is the classic “rage against the machine” mentality. But which machine they

song, and it reminds me of
wood nymphs and fairies. It’s
_ gott ashadowy, er
edge to
mates

a little preachy.

“Masterpiece Conspiracy”
encourages listeners to break

ates a new twist on this rap-

atett

to reviewers who thihk they are

things, but they are implied.

rock.
The first track reinforces the

&

“Anything Right” is about
people who are narrowminded. Perhaps in retaliation

_ specifically

“Little Faces” is a stream of
consciousness shoved into a

it.’

ordinary and wicked.
The eighth track talks about
being prophets for the Second
Coming.
There is a little guitar solo in

religion or anything. It does not

dreams, shadows or drifting.
Basically, he’s his usual self
— you don’t know what to expect — only different.

net

“Ridiculous” takes a reggae-

style approach to the religious
thing, declaring other bands

preaching.

AAAA

sincifyvideo'com

gious topics — such as God and

faith.

to give you a break from the

AM a
www

Then, with “Satellite,” the
band goes on to discuss reli-

away / Cause it’s hard to kill
the enemy / On ol’ MDMA.”
Perfect!
Buy this CD. Do not pass
“GO,” do not collect $200, and
remember the difference between an orange is green socks.
Even if you never heard

Primus or don’t appreciate

must know I think that Les
Claypool rules. It’s not just be-

ture.

all right A A.
crap

ee

see Reviews, next page
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Reviews: ‘Strange little girls’
© CONTINUED FROM PREVIOUS PAGE

reggae, “Jesus loves ya.” I could
see people playing this at
Hempfest, smoking a doobie.
Maybe that would be a better
way to enjoy this album, insteadof on deadline at 11:30 on

be musicians, but what do you
expect?
If you like carbon-copies of
Britney Spears or anybody
from that boy-band, idiot-bitch
genre, buy “I Want to Be Bad.”
If you don’t, you may

have.

some sense after all.

a Monday night.
Some
songs caught me
groovin’, but that’s not hard to

~em knight

do. Ask my sister. She says
I can.
dance to anything, and she’s

right. If you’re in to the rap/
rock thing,
give it a try. But you

may consider buying it used or

downloading it off Napster Oh

[;

yeah, Napster is out of business. Sorry again, P.O.D.
~ Emi Austin

OPEN “TILL 2 AM

Tori Amos-

THursoay
— Frouy — Sarumpay
1034 6 Sincet © Ancata
8221927
516 F Since ¢ Eunau
268¢8082

i

“Strange Little Girls”

Ad

' 50¢ off |
Any MealDea

I’ve always wanted to hear an

Eminem rant re-done by Tori

WILLA

FORD

Willa Ford
“I Want to Be Bad”

Willa Ford’s new CD isa pain
in the ass. “I Want to Be Bad”
is one of the HyperCDs that require a bunch of time and effort to open if you don’t have
the support software.
.
You can listen to it, but make

sure you don’t click the icon
with the lips on it if you’re us-

ing a computer. You will tangle
yourself in her Web site and
hate yourself for it.
This

woman

is a Britney

Spears copycat with a techno
edge. In other words, her music
is all studio, she’s a real-life

Barbie, she sounds like Spears,

and I couldn’t stand to sit
through even one of her songs.
I did skip through, and someof
the sounds vary, but who cares?
Somebody told me Ford’s already on MTV, which would
make sense. I haven’t watched
that network since Head-

banger’s Ball featured the glam-

rock band Firehouse. It only

plays sell-out crap and stupid
game shows.

— what can
Music Television

you say about programming
that is a contradiction to a
station’s name? How about, “IT

SUCKS!” ?
Well, you can tell I am offended by all the no-talent
hacks out there who profess to

Amos. Her voice (even when

she disguises it as a drunken,
misogynistic white-trash male)
is so much more soothing to listen to. Covering “’97 Bonnie &
Clyde,” the genius of Amos
makes the point that when lyrics are clearly articulated and
understood, they can have a

_ huge impact.
On her new release, “Strange
Little Girls,” Amos covers 11

songs, all intially sung by
males. She takes these melodies
and lyrics in as her own, shaping them with her trademark
howls and virtuoso piano playing. Add a drum machine and
you’ve got more than just a
cover album — it’s Tori making
a statement about her identity
as a woman. ... looking through
the eyes of a man.
“Enjoy the Silence,” although it might be better represented by a brooding British
boy, still works with the stark
nakedness of Amos’ style.
‘And

what

a

gorgeous

renditiongof “I’m Not In Love”
(10cc). Yes, boys and girls both
hate falling into that bitter
“phase”of being twidderpated.
With a simplistically sweet

voice, Amos triumphs again.
Unless you'd like to have Tori

Amos’ baby, or want to hear

Neil Young, John Lennon, Joe
Jackson or Lou Reed (among
others) transmogriphied into a
red-headed lark, this probably
wouldn't be the best album to

represent Tori with. Nonetheless, it’s good stuff.

~ Katherine Kovacich

SAVE LIVES. STOP DRUGS.
PROTECT THE ENVIRONMENT.
site. avitadite

The Coast Guard is looking for men or
women, aged 17-27, for rewarding jobs
that matter. You can save lives.

Protect the environment
and stop
drugs. To learn more about us
coll: 1-877-NOW-USCG or visit
us at: gocoastquard.com
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Rosenthal:

Asking Ed
sionally, put in jail for five
years? There are ways of slic-ing that up, and part of changing peoples opinions are by

© ConTINUED FROM PAGE 23
American public after 70-year

-{

war-on-drugs campaign, and
I think things are changing

slicing it up.

pretty rapidly.
How do you think a non|. smoker sees the cannabis

-~eFRIENDLY STAFF
¢ CD REPAIR SERVICE.

culture?
’ Well if they’re not familiar

4

with marijuana on a personal

| Jevel, if they. don’t know

* F somebody and have no experience, they're likely to think
that its very dangerous, it’s a

° MAIL ORDER.

gateway drug, that it does Se-

TH a erao

¢ TICKET OUTLET
* CUSTOM LISTENING

CD

rious neurological damage
and so. on. The best way of

- | educating people is getting

See

them familiar with it.
Why is the cannabis culture perceived with such
negativity by mainstream

¢ SELF SERVE

America?
Because

THE
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of

the

70-year

.

diseducation campaign.
How should people who
wish to identify with the
cannabis culture under‘stand their identity asa
group?
You know when fewer

can’t get high on itand its not

there was more of a cohesive

a drug, so why are they there?

culture, but you know (mari-

I think that they should be

juana) crosses so many lines.

arrested, anybody that’s trying to stop people from getting hemp should be arrested.
I don’t think that people
should be stopped from growing any industrial plant.
Why did you leave High

It crosses political lines, age,

cultural, every line you could
possibly get, so I think the one
about it is there’s a cerunderstanding. Candoesn’t so much change
you think but the way

Times

you think it, and I think

Fg

magazine

to write

for-Cannabis Culture?
The owner of High Times
died 22 years ago, and he left

is

so anti-marijuana. What
would you like to say to
those people?

a trust that was supposed to
give profits from High Times

The opposition to mari-

the magazine was turned
over to its faithful employees.
Two groups of lawyers conspired to not give the profits
to NORML and then took 60

me

meee

there’s that commonality.
Mainstream America

What do you think about

the DEA’s decision to allow
legal hemp cultivation in
‘Hawaii?
I don’t think that the DEA
should have any role determining hemp.policy. It has
“nothing todo with them. You

people smoked cannabis then

thing
tain
nabis
what

In your opinion what are
the reasons that the American government still maintains a prohibitive hold on
hemp?
There are three major reasons. There are three groups
that want to see marijuana
stay illegal. The alcohol industry. The entire law system, police, district attorneys,
judges, and jailers. The whole
law enforcement system,
which gets a good part of its
income from the drug war.
The third reason is the pharmaceutical industry. Those
three groups from the °30s to
this day are controlling that.

to NORML for 22 years, before

juana is in part related to how

the question is posed. IfI ask,

if marijuana is as effective as

medicine would you be opposed to it? You’ll get one anpercent of the ownership to
swer. But if you ask, what do
breakup the trust. When I
you think of unrestricted lefound out about this I started
galization so that even kids
protesting about it and getcould use it; those
are two exting into it, so I decided to
tremes right? So, a lot of it leave High Times so I could
depends on how the question
better fight this. NORML at
is posed. People don’t have
first did not want to get injust a black and white about
volved in this, but I sort of
marijuana. I think that there
forced them into involvement
are some people who think it and we’ll see what happens in
should be used medically but
the next few months.
that it shouldn’t be legal.
If you could ask yourself
There is a lot of different
any question what would it
ways of posing (legalization
be?
questions). For instance,
A-Why? And is 42 really the
would you rather see marimeaning of the universe?
juana legal or see your children who. are using it OCCA: + «
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Current HSU men’s rugby
players (from left) Grahm
Gilbert and Chris Gibson
scrum with alumni players “Phiithy” Phil Poist,
Steve Vaigos, Mark
Distefano and Simon
Trapkus.

HSU rugby player James
Regan reaches for the

“pill” (top, back) as
alumni Steve Dormen
(center) and Mark
Johnson (left) struggle to
take control.
pxotos sy Kevin Baur

umni, students
sv

Keven Baur

PHOTO EDITOR
Members

and

alumni

of

HSU’s men’s rugby club shared
pain and experience at Rose

Bi

3

battle

someof that will rub off on us,”

alumni. They then strive to be

said HSU rugby player James
Regan.
Some student players had no

part of that alumni team by
going through the rigor of prac-

rugby experience other than
practice. The alumni teams had
representatives ranging from

Class of '77 to Class of '01.
Some alumni players are All-

tices, games and school, said
both rugby members and

alumni.
Standing on the sidelines,
you hear the usual cursing be-

Americans as well as members

tween two teams in battle. But
incontrast to a normal game,

of Super League Teams — the

yofi see players on opposite

final score of the friendly three-

provincial teams of America.

teams cheering for each other
— as well as giving tips on how
to handle the ball or ways to
keep from being penalized.
The alumni let it be known
what players they felt had the
most potential among the new
faces in the student team. It is

Field in Manila Community

half game, although it was apparent that the alumni team left
the field victorious.
“It was a good chance for new
schoolboys to get a taste of the
HSU rugby tradition, learn that
greater and gain some experience in the process,” said HSU
rugby coach Nate Whittington.
The newly gained experience

should be helpful at the team’s
first game this weekend at Oregon

State

University

at

Corvallis.
“It was some guys’ first real

game against players they don’t
know — players who are really

_ tugby player Chris Gandey moves in for the kill.

»

Park on Saturday.
No one seemed to know the

they are a part of something

As alumnus Jim Morehouse catches the “pill,” HSU.

Pi

‘Phil Poist, HSU alumnus
(2001), played his first rugby
game against the alumni team
in 1999. This year, he traveled
from San Diego to play as an
alum for the first time.
“It’s great to go on vacation,
see your old stomping grounds
and share some knowledge and
strength with the young guys,”
he said. “It’s nice to see old
friends and beat up on the
schoolboys.”
‘The game is not only played
for new-player experiences and
alumni fun, but also for the goal
of keeping the link between old
and new players alive. New

knowledgeable and skilled at

players see the strength and

the game of rugby. Hopefully

wisdom
“oP

Ow

in the well-seasoned
ea

ww

&

er

we

OED

‘<_e«

the alumni’s goal to keep the
HSU

rugby tradition alive as

well as help make this year’s
team better than ever, Poist
said.

’ The team intends to replicate
its big 2000 Vegas Tournament

win as well as meet or top its
second place standing in the
league, Regan said.
“If we keep up our work

ethic, the team has unlimited
potential,” Whittington said.
«
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‘Jacks perform for crowd
The HSU Marching ’Jacks performed for spectators during halftime at Saturday’s football
game against uC Davis.
The performance, which demonstrated that the

grass also greener in Humboldt County, featured

music by reggae artist Bob Marley.
The marching ’Jacks are a fixture at home foot- ball games and entertain crowds with their musical antics, including a musical countdown from
4 minutes, 30 seconds to 4 minutes, 20 seconds

every quarter.

af

PxHoTo sy Marr Crawrorp

Brooke and Mike Jipp leave the water after finishing an impressive tandem |

surfing heat in which they took first place. For the competition they performed
acrobatics while riding their board, which measures 12 feet 8 inches.

Surfers enjoy sun, 3- to 5-foot surf
6th Annual Noll Longboard Classic draws more than 200
review
sy Marr Crawronp

JOIN DAU ~~ TRAVEL

LUMBERJACK STAFF
More than 200 surfers gath-

_ered at Beachcomber Beach in
Crescent City to compete in the
sixth annual Noll Longboard
Classic surf contest last week-
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Two days of 3- to 5-foot surf,
acloudless sky and mild winds
provided a perfect venue for
spectators and contenders to
enjoy a weekend in what one
announcer described
as “Santa
Barbara conditions.”
The contest kicked off at 7:30
a.m. Saturday with the first
heat.
- Surfers competed according
to age in various groups— including Menahunies (12 and
under), Gremmies (13-19), the
Boys (20-29), the Hot Shots (3039), Mid-life Cruisers (40-49)
and the Dukes '(50-59). There
was

an

open-age

heat

for

women as well.
According to volunteers at
the event, some surfers traveled
from as far away as Washington
and San Diego to be in the
event.
“It’s a good community
event,” said Bev Noll, manager
of the Ryhn Noll Surf and
Skate Shop in Crescent City.

“It’s a contest with no major
stress.”
Ryhn Noll started the contest
six years ago. Since its inception, it has grown into an outlet for North Coast surfers to
compete with surfers from outside the area.
Spectators enjoyed the unusually warm weather, while
surfers performed various
tricks such as nose rides, head

stands and big spins in the
breakers.
A highlight of the event was
the tandem-surfing heat, which
included four couples competing against each other. During
the heat, each couple rode an
oversized board while performing various acrobatic tricks.

Brooke and Jim Jipp, the
winners in the event, received
an exceptional amount of applause from spectators on the
beach after catching several

large-set

waves

that

were

breaking in the outside section
of the lineup. The two accomplished this feat while surfing
on a whopping 12-foot-8-inch
surfboard. '
Throughout the day, many
people who attended the event
took advantage of the surf that
was breaking adjacent to the
contest area. Surfers young and
old, and of every’ skill level; en-

“If you win or lose it
doesn’t matter. The

best surfer is the
one

who

has

the

most fun.”
Doug Powdrell
. competitor
joyed the same surf that people
were competing on just down
the beach.
“People just come down and
hang out and just enjoy,” Noll
said
Doug Powdrell, a Trinidad
resident, took first place in an
early Mid-life Cruiser heat on
Saturday.
“If you win or lose, it doesn’t
matter,” he said. “The best
surfer is the one who has the
most fun.”
Competitors paid $35 to compete in the event. All contes- tants received surfing accessories as well and a raffle ticket.
Prizes in the raffle included two
surfboards shaped by legendary surfer Greg Noll (Ryhn
Noll’s father) and several skateboards.
For information on the results of the contest, contact

Rhyn Noll Surf and Skate ep
at 465-4400. :
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_Man Jack of the Week
Sept. 26 - Oct. 2, 2001
Lalo

Volleyball

Serrano

Date

Opponent

Aug.
Sep.
Sep.
Sep.
Sep.
Sep.
Sep
Sep
Sep.

31,2001
1, 2001
6, 2001
8, 2001
15, 2001
16, 2001
16, 2001
22, 2001
28, 2001
Sep. 29, 2001

at

Cal St. Stanislaus
Florida Tech
WwWU
SPU
W. Oregon
Oregon Tech
Alaska Fairbanks
Alaska Anchorage
at CWU
Saint Martin's

y° The Lumb

ene

Score

_ Score-by-game

Overall Conf

0-3L
1-3L
0-3L
1-3L
2-3L
3-1W
1-3L
1-3L
3-OW
1-3L

26-30, 27-30, 27-30
30-25, 25-30, 16-30, 20-30
22-30, 19-30, 28-30
18-30, 30-27, 18-30, 25-30
20-30, 30-19, 31-29, 28-30, 10-15
30-25, 28-30, 30-14, 30-19
23-30,30-28,26-30,28-30
30-26,23-30,25-30,29-31
30-26, 30-28, 31-29
30-25, 19-30, 27-30, 14-30

2-5
2-6
2-7
2-8
2-9
3-9
3-10
3-11.
4-11
4-12

0-0
0-0
0-1
0-2
0-3
0-3
0-4
0-5
1-5
1-6

For up-to-date results, check out www.hsujacks.com
Lalo scored two goals and had one assist
ings

on Thursday. He followed that with

another

two

goals

and

one

assist

in

Saturday's 4-3 overtime loss to Concordia. '

i

|
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Sept. 26 - Oct. 2, 2001

'

j3

4

SS
: Melra

Dinsmore

re

.

q

F :¢ Ls

od esu

Ls occer

3 Ls

a | omen

in men’s soccer's 4-2 victory over MSU-Bill:

atc,
1-5-0 1-1-0

an
to
i
Sep. 7,2001 at Seattle University 2-0W
,

(

Ss)

.

’

g

Sep. 9,2001 at WesternOregon

j=

saad

n

SCHEDULE

Conf

Overall

Score

Opponent

Date

as

i
Seattle Pacific

.
2-31

_7.
1-7-0

9.
1-2-0

NW. Nazarene

3-0W

2-7-0

2-2-0

1-0W
- Sep. 23,2001 at SonomaState
Central Washington 3-0 W
Sep. 30,2001

4-7-0
5-7-0

2-2-0.
3-2-0

:

Sep. 15, 2001

Sep. 17, 2001

Sep. 21,2001 at Chico State

Ay en'sae

sia

oe

a

a

ee
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ee
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WOMEN’S SOCCER
Oct. 6

Re
R esuits

occer

B.C.6 3 p.m.

urnaby,

|

2-2-0

37-0

21WOT

. oh

1-2-0.

1-6-0

1-2LOT

°

Simon Fraser

Opponent

Date

Sep. 8,2001 at WamerPacific
Sep.

9, 2001

at Evergreen

Dominican U.
FresnoPacific

Sep. 15,2001
Sep. 16,2001
Meira Dinsmore scored two goals to help the

_
oe
ee n Sent
\
isa anal ern tt inane sieeaiaa can
a team-leading .333 shot percentage.

Cross

at Chico State

Sep. 21,2001

Country

Football

See

,

2-1W

3-3-0

0-0-0

5-1 W

1-2-0

0-0-0

VOLLEYBALL

3-0 W
2-1W

4-3-0
5-3-0

0-0-0
0-0-0

Oct. 4
inilhiiiakiiienaaiiel

0-2L

5-4-0

0-0-0

aan

a”
Oct. 6
Seattle

5-4-1 0-0-0
:
6-4-1 0-6-0
6-5-1 .0-0-0

at N.DamedeNamur 1-10T2
:
4-2W
MSUBILLINGS
3-40TL
Concordia

Sep. 23,2001
Sep. 23,2001
Sep. 27,2001

Monmouth, Ore. Noon

Overall Conf

Score

Arcata 7 p.m.

cenlitdainny

Oct.6

Results

_ Oregon State University

DATE

Oct.6

OPPONENT

LOCATION

Willamette Invitational Salem, Ore.

Opponent

Date

Sep. 68,2001 at SaintMary's

MenloCollege
Oct. 13 GNAC Championship Anchorage, Alaska | | se 43,2001
Sep. 22,2001 at Rocky
Issaquah, Wash.
Oct. 20 NW College Invite
UC Davis
Sep. 29, 2001
Nov.3 NCAA West Regional, Bellingham, Wash.
Nov. 18

NCAA Championship.

Slippery Rock, Penni

fo,

wy

ir

Overall

Score

10-49 L

Corvallis, Ore. 11 a.m.

Conf

1-1-0

0-0-0

cidiiina

1-4-0

0-0-0

Azusa Pacific

29-36 OTL = 1-2-0 0-0-0
1-3-0 0-0-0
28-31 L
14-56 L

sedi

Arcata 6 p.m.
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EDITORIAL
We like the fact that people are coming up with new, more effective ways
of dealing with global warming and air pollution.
What we don’t like is most of the ideas are limited solutions to bigger
problems — in this case, irresponsible dependence on fossil fuels.
Smog checks, regulations and inventions mostly relate to better perfor-

Envision this: It’s Nov. 23, and the
Christmas shopping season officially

—

lic, having watched

to change things.
The federal government is not an environmentally friendly body right
now, so we need to utilize fossil-fuel alternatives such as biodiesel fuel, electric cars, bicycles and even feet — more than 60 percent of Americans are
overweight anyway — to do our part.

the media mini-series

sive or illegal as long as only a few people take advantage of them.

The Hempfest last Saturday reminds us that cultivation of one of the.
most effective alternatives is em.

Hemp products can power vehicles, or

Last week we challenged our readers to put their money where their
mouths are and to act instead of whining about the problems they perceive.
One student already has.

of whining about it.
Campus issues and problems seem easier to fix than an ideological skirmish — if students act on their consciences. So where are the students?
We have many across the country who are like Lee, who would rather do
things that support what they believe. Unfortunately, many of them are
doing what Lee did, and enlisting to fight another overseas battle.
We’d like to see more people who aren’t worried
and answer the call to action without the need for
Take a cue from this student and do something
lieve. It doesn’t have to be a major undertaking,
what you accomplish.

¢ Questions regarding the editorial
content of The Lumberjack should

be directed to the editor at (707) 8265922.

¢ The Lumberjack editorials are writ-

ten based on the majority opinion of
the newspaper’s editorial board.

«Guest columns, cartoons and opin-

Po
Re

ball games, of course.
Congress has allo-

cated $40 billion to shoot the next episode. The problem’ is that the
scriptwriter is Osama bin Laden, the
destruction of the WTC towers was bait
and the average American has taken the

bait, exactly as expected.
This war is a recruiting campaign,
Al-Qaida network. They are fringedwellers surviving on donations from
“true believers” and drug trafficking,
but a coupleof hundred American missiles could turn them into a Pan-Islamic

HSU student Daniel Lee joined the Army to support his beliefs.

Me

is now demanding a
sequel; between foot-

The money the oil industry shells out in the lobby each year sennibiidle us
that it is still finding ways to keep a stranglehold on the machine industry.
There are options. Your next-door neighbor doesn’t need to get a new solar-powered car for you to get one. At least reduce fuel use by getting some
exercise and walking or biking, or expand your mind and stay at home with
a good book.

While we don’t think fighting will accomplish anything or that war is
necessary, at least Lee is following his moral standards and acting instead

PR

the World Trade Cen-

ter with rapt horror,

ion articles reflect the opinion of the
writers, not necessarily those of The
Lumberjack or its staff.
¢ The Lumberjack welcomes submis-

sions for guest columns or guest cartoons. Letters should

be no more

about what others think
fame or glory.
to support what you beand you’ll be surprised

than 500 words, and guest columns
no more than 700 words.
¢ Letters can be mailed, delivered, or
e-mailed (preferred) to The Lumberjack, Nelson Hall East 6, Arcata, CA
95521;
E-mail:
thejack@humboldt.edu.
Letters must be received by 5 p.m.
Friday for next issue consideration.
Letters and guest columns must include the writer’s name, city, phone
number, major and year in school if
a student. -

are going to be fighting. Missiles costing $2 million each are great for hitting
command posts and presidential palaces, but they are an expensive way to
burn the hair off a camel’s hide. The
Afghans have no government. They
have the tradition of blood-feud, just
like any society where instability and the threat of

READERS
STRIKE
BACK

financed by American taxpayers, for the

Support what you believe; act

As

on the destruction of

at least lubricate them.

The need for speed isn’t as important as your life or our planet.

Pn

to prop up the stagnant economy. Mean-

our cars and other machines — and therefore gasoline — that it falls on us

Burning fuel more efficiently to stop air pollution is like putting a Band-

|

their patriotic duty and shop, shop, shop

Buses, friends’ vehicles and lawnmowers all use it. We are so dependent on

Aid on a bullet hole — it’s still going to eventually kill the body.
Many opponents of eliminating fossil fuels argue that “You just can’t go
fast enough without burning gasoline.” Let’s see ... speed or death?
Jhere are many alternatives to burning gasoline, but they remain expen-

i

opens. Americans are encouraged to do

while, two million refugees are starving
to death in Afghanistan and Pakistan.
The American pub-

Elimination of hydrocarbon use is the only way to really reverse the damage that is already done.

4
*

|

We can go to war, or we can stop to figure out why we're fighting

Almost everyone contributes to the problem, even people who don’t drive.

‘

|1O THE EDITOR

Gadgets won't fix problem

mance of machines that burn hydrocarbons.

i:

(M-yad-e

government.
The average American doesn’t have
the slightest idea of what their children

death is too high; strikes
against them make them
multiply.
Clearly, neither of the
two sides getting involved
in this war will win it. The
war will be won by a third

party, China, a country developing dynamically, without fanaticism, in contrast to bin Laden’s followers; and with a 4,000-year history, in con-

trast to the United States. Also, among
Asian countries from China to Iran
there is one common factor, they are all
importers of Russian arms and potential allies of Russia, the other beneficiary.
World War III has begun, its final
battlefield will be in Palestine and it will

end with the sound of a nuclear weapon;
a death knell for capitalist colonialism.

Or we could change.
Michael Stowell
Arcata resident

Lumberjack staff need to hang a mannequin in the
office, stop getting drunk and start learning politics
Normally, I read your paper without
taking it too seriously. The sophomoric

political views combined with the ad-

only desensitizes people to real suffering and real threats to freedom.
This debate is about free speech, that

dicts’ need to obsess about drug intake
prevent The Lumberjack from being

much is true. But is Ms. Piangerellli’s
right to try to shock the unsuspecting

read as much more than a class-break
diversion.
The paper would see a dramatic rise

passerby somehow

in journalistic integrity if the staffers
would spend a little less time filling
their bloodstreams with toxins at ‘Jack

parties and a little more time on research, but that kind of commitment
seems unlikely.
This week’s edition was no exception
and I would have passed over it as usual
except for one thing: Ian Colvert’s comparison of the removal of Ms.
Piangerelli’s installation and Hitler. As
one who spoke out for its removal, I
would like to respond. The hyperbolic
assertion that this equals Nazism is pa~ tently offensive. Clearly debate over the
use of a public space on a CSU campus
and pogroms that resulted in the deaths
of hundreds and later spawned the sys-

of greater impor-

tance than the right of others to use the
same space without having her intrude
with her rather clumsy and very offensive point of view?
In this case, the people spoke, and the
right of the majority prevailed. Or perhaps Mr. Colvert believes the state
should be empowered to force opinions

on the-people, rather than responding
to their requests? The lounge is after all,
public space.
Here is a simple way to test if the artist is really the victim of censorship.
Hang the piece in Mr. Colvert’s living
room and see if anyone from the state

comes and makes him take it down.
Obviously nothing of the kind will happen, because that is private space. It ‘is

an important distinction.

tematic murder of millions are worlds
Kendall Elkins
apart. This kind of flippant reference. » - Arcata resident
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IF YOU WERE CALLED BY
SELECTIVE SERVICES TO
BE DRAFTED, WHAT
WOULD YOU DO?

1O THE EDITOR

Marino’s was more than a good drink and jukebox, but get over it
I find it hard to believe that Jen McFerrin cannot find something better to write about other than
Marino’s. There were people that lost alomost everything that night and she’s boo-hooing about the
Pogues CD in the jukebox. If she’s such a loyal friend of Marino's, then where was she when one of
Marino’s bartenders, as well as an upstairs resident, stood outside barefoot watching his job, his
was she when the
home and all his possessions go up in flames (oh, and it was his birthday)? Where
owners and employees of the businesses watched in disbelief as the buildings came crashing to
the ground? Where was she when people were collecting money and clothes for the upstairs resiNot on Ninth street, because if she had been, she would not be sniveling over her lost drink~ dents?

‘ing hole. So Jen, why don’t you put down your 7’n’7 and find out what else is going on in this town
and write about something new.

—

Elizabeth Osberger
marine biology and zoology senior

Editor’s note: McFerrin was not on Ninth Street that night because she was standing in the Co-op
parking lot, watching Marino’s burn.

Just because we're the United States, doesn’t mean we're at fault
After reading your editorials
and other comments in the
Jack for the last two weeks, I

vidual duty for every Muslim
who can do it in any country in
which it is possible to do it, in

was wondering if maybe now

order to liberate the al-Aqsa
Mosque and the holy mosque

was the time to include the
words of Osama Bin Laden so

There have been a number of
peace demonstrations on the

{Mecca] from their grip, and in
order for their armies to move
out of all the lands of Islam,
defeated and unable to threaten
any Muslim.”?

UC Plaza that, while very infor-

Why he thinks all Americans

mative, seem to stray from the

should be considered targets:
“Muslim scholars have issued a fatwa [a religious order]
against any American who
pays taxes to his government.
He is our target because he is
helping the American war ma-

that a more balanced discussion can be found on campus.

‘ a would take off.” :
i‘Warren Howe i

facts.

a

“Why can’t our govern-

ment

negotiate

with

Bin

Laden”, “If you are faced with
evil, ignore it and it will wither
away”, “Can’t we all just get

up to fi rei for somethin
aie
:

ney won't F

you what’s

going on. Tap

ably hide iintRoe

"Jason White
:

and see.

About negotiating with the
American Government:
“As I have said, we are not
interested in what America

says. We do not care. We view
ourselves
and our brothers like
everyone else. Allah created us
to worship Him and to follow in
his footsteps and to be guided

‘Asan resident

to Canada.”
move ld
“wou
Michael Montag

|.

along?”; these are a number of
the views presented, but how
would Osama Bin Laden respond? Let's look at his words

-

environmental science senior

by His Book. I am.one of the

servantsof Allah and I obey his
orders. Among those is the order to fight for the word of Al-

lah ... and to fight until the
Americans are driven out of all
the Islamic countries.'”
About who he feels should be
targeted:
“The ruling to kill the Americans and their allies — civilians and military — is an indi-

chine against the Muslim nation.”*

Let's also be clear on something here: Osama Bin Laden is
not planning and funding terrorist acts against the United
States becauseof our economic

policies, rather because we will
not allow him to establish fundamentalist Islamic governments in traditionally Muslim
countries, like the one currently in power in Afghanistan.
The Taleban, the current governmentof Afghanistan, is the
example that Osama Bin Laden
cites when discussing the
“ideal” Muslim form of govern-

ment.

This is a government that
basis all policies on there own
strict interpretation of Islamic
law. They have outlawed all

music, religions (accept Muslim), and women.

That’s right,

I said women.

According to

Amnesty International:
Despite statements by some

Taleban officials that the ban
on women’s right to education,
employment and freedom of
movement would be lifted,
these restrictions remained in

force. The ban on women’s

right to employment was reinforced when thousands,of female employees and teachers,

who had already been stopped
from working under Taleban
edicts and whose salaries had
been stopped, were laid off in
April.‘
Maybe that would be acceptable if the will of the people
was being represented, but according to Amnesty

Interna-

tional that is not the case:
The Taleban continued to assert that it represented the majority of people in the country,
despite the absence of any independently

verifiable evi-

dence to support this claim. As
in previous years, the civilian
population was denied the opportunity to formally express
its wishes regarding the kind
of government it wanted.*
The point of my letter to the
HSU community is very clear:

spend some time trying to understand what is actually going
on in the current situation be-

fore assuming that if the US
government is involved we
must be at fault.

Todd Fischer
C.LS. freshman
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First Amendment should protect art like it protects this column
What’s

the

deal

with
war

way”
I
star
d

(iis
ny

we went wrong. They write us
to say how good we are doing.
They

write to try and raise

awareness about something
they believe in. And sometimes

Wi,
ihe

amin

thins

al-

read)

As if

television

isn’t bad enough, now Iam © ubjected to this day-after-ay
to my mental stabi!i: |
threat
just want something to 0)) °«'

to. If nothing else, it m:
writing this column so much
easier.

Luckily, I am the copy chief
at this apparently second-class
paper. And part of that includes

reading the unsolicited diatribe that comes in to the office
under the guise ofa letter to the
editor.
You get everything. People
write us to let us know where

they write just to get their name
in the newspaper (an overrated
feat) — among other reasons.

This week, I was treated to a

The Amendments are meant to
hold government back — it’s in
the language. They talk about
the restrictions put on the government, and the Framers gave

you from something terribly
Nazistic.
Nazis were not all about killing and genocide. The party

share unpopular views in public. As a result, they limited the
reach of religion in the public

looked to limit the knowledge
and free flow of views

the press; and they extended
similar privileges to artists —

that often character-

such as the one who was unlaw-

izes a democracy
— in-

fully censored in the Karshner
Lounge.
Of course, I don’t even care
enough to follow my argument

reasons why.

But I don’t care why.

They all came from

different

ek

back- Goit Ye com pp,

cluding

those

ex-

grounds.
From
* ili mm pressed through an arletter from someone who not
Hamilton’s belief in a
'e
tistic medium.
only was completely — and
And the Framers,
rudely — unawgre of the First ' greater civilization to
Jefferson’s almost-anwho had.lived in a
Amendment and what it meant,
country with stanarchistic approach to
but who was also under the impression that overt censorship — the government he by James Morgan dards about views that
must have inspired
is not comparable to Nazism.
helped build. But I
care about the ethics that have
Hitler, knew that their governNow I am an anarchist. That
ment could not be allowed to
been left in the wake.
means that I have accepted that
The First Amendment says
limit free expression in the nagovernment is not only incomthat Congress shall make no
tion. And they knew that a perpetent, but also unnecessaiy
law prohibiting the free speech
son expressing unpopular
and evil. And I certainly don’t
want to give the impression
that I somehow support any
laws made by any government.
But the First Amendment,
like most of the other Amend-

‘ments, is pure in its intentions.

of the people. Now, of course

Congress can’t make you tear
something down in your own
house. And anyone who would
suggest that this constitutes
censorship is trying to divert

forum; they gave free reign to

through anymore than this —
nor doI care to direct it any better. [don’t want to make anyone

think that Lsupport the govern- ment just because I believe ina

few 200-year old standards. I
will just go back to waiting for
‘some bombs, and maybe something that deserves more of my
attention.

views behind closed doors —
though dangerous — was not

James Morgan is a copy editor who not

going to be the major concern
of an oppressive threat.

only loves his school — a government
institution — but also the First Amend-

Instead, the Framers decided

to protect everyone’s right to

ment, free speech, art and the paper he
works for.

ss

I would like to respond to the
comments of the science editor,
Nathan Rushton, in Sept. 29 issue of The Lumberjack. I have
to admit that I have also at
times handed out brochures on
the quad in the name of Christianity and the Bible. I am not
_ashamed about it, but I would
like to explain why perhaps
-some of us are there loitering

ee
ee oe
gS

mechanisms that shaped all of

rifice. I know of some people

ried Couples.” Yet there are
plenty of coed wing with disap-

the genetic diversity we see
around us.” I beg to differ but I
don’t have time now. I would

from the South G Street Bible

Study that have been faithfully

ing for about 6,000 years (I

from and next to the opposite

29'" of next semester, a Monday

know some of you will think

to help them out anytime I have

sex, but don’t you know what

night, I have arranged for Dr.

me foolish for believing our

time when I see them. Although
I attend another church in Eureka right now, I realize that we
Christian quad-loiterers are all
on the same team.

you are doing to yourselves.

Kent Hovind, a Creation Scientist (did you know that there
actually real science to back up
the creationist view—I myself
used to think “Creation Science” was an oxymoron) to de-

universe is so young, but that’s
because you haven’t come to

dents on the campus — [ll ad-

you’re going to hell buddy,” if
they refuse.
;
6. I never say, “Jesus will get
you for this!” if they tell me to
stop wasting trees.
Why do I hand these things
out then? Why does anybody?
Well I think the answer is easy.
You are so important to us and

don’t be tricked today by the

tempting to be right across

editor put it. By the way, that is

5. I never say, “Oh yeah, well

pent. My dear fellow students,

same deceit Satan has been us-

I am worried about the stu-

Christians seemingly constant
presence there on the U.C.
quad.
Some rules that I never
break:
1. I never make anyone take
a brochure.
2. I never trick them about
- what the brochure will explain
if they take it.
3. Inever insult them and call
them a pagan or atheistif they
don’t take it.
4. I never toss a brochureat
them so that they have to catch
it and are forced to read it.

pearing condoms on the living
group adviser’s door. I know it’s

lie of the universe: “You will
not surely die,” said the ser-

like you all to keep your calendars open, however. On April

standing on that quad by the
book table for at four years now!
You might recognize them. I try

on the campus, as the science
not a bad way: to describe us

'

of the dorms that said, “Mar-

gn

Newman CLUB MEMBER

to God that it is worth the sac-

nee

Marreou

puthtak: a

Mason

mit it. Frankly, I think there is
some pretty raunchy stuff going on in this place. Not all bad,
but a lot is decaying around
here. I said “yes” to God and
started a little mission of going
around some of the dorm
rooms and sharing my testi-

mony with anyone who would
listen. I was pretty much disgusted to see a door in the
dorms that was filled with
condoms wrapped all the way
around the door-frame. Well
actually a friend of mine who
lived in this wing told me it had
just been filled
a few hours ago,
now this was just two strips left:
at the top. This is not good.

The Bible says sexual sin is

different from any other type
of sin. You are actually sinning
against your own body. You be-

come one flesh with everyone
you have sex with. Which
means a piece of you is
lost and stays with that

person forever. I look

back with major regret at

bate

three

professors

from HSU — in the fields

of Biology, Anthropology,
and Physics. It should be
fun. I sure hope you can
come and hear some of

Guest
the times when I fell into
this sin. It isa stain
in my Column
the data and evidence
that blew my mind when I first
soul, it is like a wound
with a two-edged sword—there
ran into it a little over a year
of
ago.
can be no healing (Book
Anyway, the first trick was
. Sirach). Have fun in college for
ul
by the serpent in the Garden of
sure — enjoy this wonderf
Eden. He said to Eve: “Hath
‘time of your lives.
Let me tell you about the
God really said that you can’t
first trick, and the first lie of eat from any of the trees in the
this universe. Do you know
Garden.” He twisted what God
se”
what the word “univer
had really said (that Adam and
means by the way? It means
Eve could eat from all of the
simply “one verse.” According
beautiful trees in the garden,
to the Bible God framed the
just not the one tree which repheavens and the earth with one
resents pride and sin). Eve was

I understand that we live ina
very liberal time, where our - sentence. He spoke it into existence. Our own language has
televisions, movies and the
this truth concealed in it. One
Internet are saturated with
more comment that the science
SMUT, but still, there is plain
old fornication going on all editor made: “Any reasonable
around this campus, folks. I person knows that evolution
and natural selections are the.
didn’t remember seeing a wing
4neG

not tricked by this, however—

she pointed out what God really
said. She continued: “The Lord
said that if we eat of the one
tree (of the knowledge of Good
and Evil) that they would
‘surely die. Next came the first

the debate next spring with
Kent Hovind yet. Or simply
check out his Web site now—
drdino.com). Satan wants to

make us think that following
God and being a Christian is
absolutely no fun. I know—
some of us out there on- the

quad don’t always look like
we're having a blast or anything, but that’s because you

need to come over to us and
have a wonderful, inspiring
conversation about God to
cheer us up!
Satan would have us believe
that Christians can’t eat from
any trees, but that’s not true. I

eat everyday of the lush fruit

and life that God blesses me
with. Trust me. If you don’t
have this yet, I want you to. Per-

sonally, that’s why I stand there
on the Quad, or go “door to
door.” But folks, if I didn’t believe in my product, I wouldn’t
be breaking my back to market
it. God bless you in your studies this semester!
Mason Matteoli is a music se. nior with an emphasis in music

education. He is.an active member of the Newman

club, a

.. Catholic student organization.
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Doors covered with condoms aren’t suitable for my God
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Fighting fire with fire will burn the United States

As I write, U.S. warships
storm toward Afghanistan. The

U.S. public has been prepped by
cartels

the Middle East ensuring their

control of the precious oil,

. and incessant war mongering

which I believe was one of the

to justify lashing out at a people

primary causes of WWI and

that has already endured 30

WWII, as Germany was rapidly
industrializing and was also
desperately in need of the vital

years of war.
Rarely discussed in the corporate-owned, advertising-dependent and government-influenced mass media is why some

people would be so angry that
they kill themselves and thou-

sands of innocent people.

According

to

taxpayer monies go for corpo-

trained the Shah’s secret police,

tions Since WWII. Or call the
International Action Center at

the SAVAK.

(212)

followed.

fuel and lubricant—I digress.
3.

war against terrorism will bea
long one. This “war against terrorism” appears to be the new
pretext for U.S. interventions
around the world, as the previous: pretext—fighting commu-

interest of U.S. oil corporations

‘In fact, before WWII, the British and French had carved up

that are using blind patriotism

the corporate media

himself, was previously supported indirectly by the CIA
through the Pakistani secret
(see Noam Chomsky’s: World
police—the ISI.
Orders: Old and New).
Unfortunately this is the tip
5. In 1953, after a Central Inof the iceberg. For confirmatelligence Agency (CIA) coup,
tion, read William Blum’s
the U.S. government installed a
puppet dictator, the Shah, in “ amazing book, Killing Hope:
U.S. Military and CIA IntervenIran. Repressive state terror
wait, and Egypt protecting the

of the industrialized west.

Noam

In

fact,

the

CIA

This was done,

633-6646,

racy Now,” from noon to lpm on

pression in the Kurdish prov-

show, “Democracy Now,” it was

inces’ of Turkey, Jonathan
Randal reported from the
scene, and the year when Tur-

reported that the U.S. government recently gave 40 million to
the repressive Taliban regime

KMUD, 88.3 for the best national and international news
in Humboldt County. Sadly,
these facts will rarely be ex-

This deadly siege has been pre-

key became ‘the biggest single

dominately carried out by the
U.S. government. In my opinion, genocide is the only word
that accurately describes this
mass killing.

importer of American
ware
and
thus
the
world’s larg-

in Afghanistan. During the Afghan war, Osama bin Laden,

posed in the “Free Press.”
Bush II has declared that the

ters, and Armored Personnel

Carriers are being used to kill
civilians in Israel according to

Free Speech Radio News. The
U.S. government has financed
the Israeli occupation of Palestinian lands for decades in opposition to numerous UN resolutions (see William Blum’s:
Rouge State). Israel is supported as a regional subordi-nate power to suppress Arab

independence and therefore
protect US Oil Company’s control of black gold—oil—the fuel

porting

eid
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Arabia,
‘United Arab
Emirates,
Lebanon,
Jordan,
Bahrain,
Qatar,
Yemen, Ku-

a

ae ) eS
a

Re a

Now HE IDKis AmmmisrmATiON RELUCTANTLY

DECLARE A WAR On TERRORISM", WITH
N. BY No crinicism AS “NowIS NOT THE TIME
FOR POLITICS, WE NEED unity?

To top it all off, she’s lost

So,
my friend Donna is about to
get married.
Actually, she isn’t tying the |
knot until April, but time goes
so quickly that it seems like tomorrow.
I spent some time with her

while she made preparations.
Even with 10-months notice,

she had to change her original

. date because it was already
She must have tried on 100
ae

again.

‘ Not to mention the time she
is spending at work equals time
away from her fiancé.
It’s funny how she lives and

works with him, and yet rarely
seems to get to spend any real

ee
ve

she =e
bes

ess

one

[iaQU@i

what

about the rela-

tionship? The

After Sch ool

Special

= something.

_ she said. “If I'm

going to do it; I
to

do

it

relationship is

want

more important than the
official union.
And it seems
the relationship is often

right.”
And she has
‘her
found
prince, so why
not?
Maybe I think

the
in
lost
plans and busy
schedules.

;
°
by

Emi

Donna

and I were

°
Austin

of these things
I’m
because
that
reaching

scary age of 30,
and quickly. One roommate ac-

not.
Maybe
Maybe I’m wrong.

having _ tually told me when she hit 30,

time with him.

It makes me think about marriage and relationships.

for one day.

- about the joys of marriage —
that: “sacred union” of ‘two

eeelSeltiy

off to Vegas or

“But I want
my fairy tale,”

lunch at the best restaurant in
town, discussing the matter.

Parents and friends tell me

booked.
I

weight while working s0 hard
to pay for the wedding. That
perfect dress gets to be altered

God and the
state.
But

It seems like a lot of trouble
She said it was all worth it.

She said she thought about doing a’‘cheap wedding, running

EITHER
ARE WITH

US,
Pi) OR you
ARE WITH

Dr TERRORISTS

hs

Marriage is a sacred vow that takes weeks
before

+N

(in
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i
ANE ;

souls

GCS

‘eh
Le
& 3
ud eee

in

Saudi

She still cannot find a minister because every one she has
spoken with wants to put her
and her fiancé through premarital counseling. With their
busy work loads, finding time
is difficult.

LEECH
SND,”
you

re-

that both filled her dreams and
fit her budget.

a

REMEMBER , LIKE OUR PRESIDENT

Tr

pressive tyrannies_

ing and killing more innocent

an. |

tae

4. The US.
government
has/is sup-

rate welfare into the military
industrial complex.

people.
David Ross ts a grass-oots
activist who has worked on
anti-impertalism, the Nader
campaign, corporate accountability, and logging issues.

6. On Amy Goodman’s radio

chaser.’”

at cold war levels insuring that

British) oil companies (see William Blum’s book: Killing
Hope).

Consider the following:
1. 1.5 million civilians have
died since 1991 as a result of
sanctions in Iraq according to
UNICEF and the Red Cross.

2. U.S. F16’s, Attack Helicop-

gone.

Private, political terrorism is
a response to state terrorism.
We cannot fight it by terroriz-

Chomsky’s
article
at
www.zmag.org/
current_bombings.htm,
“ ..1994 marked two records: it
was ‘the year of the worst re-

est arms pur-

is unfortunately

(www.iacenter.org).
See
www.zmag.org, a valuable
archive of independent articles. Also, check out, “Democ-

again, to protect U.S. and (plus

hard-

nism

The “defense” budget will stay

shehad toconsciously restrain
herself from breeding with the
nearest male.

Thirty is still three years
away, but the years are going by

, so fast. Life is indeed short. The
days are not long enough.

to plan

What I’m trying to say is
‘spend time with those you love.
Build healthy loving relationships. Marry someone, if you
want to or if you are able to.

Just do it; take the leap. What
are you waiting for?
Emi Austin is legally single
and having hot flashes. This After School Special has been
brought to you by the best restaurant in town for all your restaurant needs.

Sea
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GIALS! LIVE! 24 HOURS HOURS A
schools and organizations. For info
1-800Call nowne.
DAY! Talk one-on-o
be
Must
min.
ee
929-0030, ext. 3118. $3.99
CJ TO MRO R Eee
meatal
CAVEAT EMPTOR
_
_
.
645-8434
(619)
18 years. Serv-u
Saale
A CALL TO ACTION: Friends of
NEED NON-SMOKING compatible
Before responding to advertisements
Lorensen,
nature
lovers,
and
other
congiving
or
money to be sent
requesting
Naan 8
one-bedroom studio apartment in Eucerned citizens - Join the Save the
SWEET RECORDING STUDIO: Make
a credit card number over the phone,
you may want to contact the local Better Business Bureau to verify the authenticity of the company. The Lumberjack is not responsible
for the validity of
any offers advertised.

ANNOUNCEMENTS

reka near bus stops with male. $225 includes utilities. 442-6514.

Public's Lynn Vietor Nature Preserve as

we battle to save a nature preserve and

improve safety along the Highway 101
corridor. There is no cost. We need a
show of support as we prepare to go to

ae) wy.\as

court.
YARD

SALE: Oct. 6, 8 -3 at the Child
Lab, corner
of Rossow

mn

-

gp

Ryn

yn

‘and Harpst. All proceeds to CDL. Adult
A CALL TO ACTION: Friends of
Lorensen, nature lovers, and other concerned citizens — Join the Save the

and child/infant items.

we battle to save a nature preserve and
improve safety along the Highway 101
corridor. There is nd cost. We need a
show of support as we prepare to go to
court. Access the membership form at
humbo!dtexposed.com or call 441-0619
to receive one by mail.

internal hard drive, 56K modem, external zip drive. Epson 600 color inkjet

Public's Lynn Vietor Nature Preserve as

MACINTOSH: PowerMac 7100 with G3
card, 64 MB RAM, new 4.0 gig
printer and 15” color monitor included.
$500 OBO. E-mail cgb1 @humboldt.edu
or call 825-1730.

TWIN BOXSPRING: $20. 826-7826.

form at
Access the membership

441-0619
or call .com
humboldtexposed

by mail.
oneive
to rece

#1 SPRING BREAK VACATIONS!
Best prices guaranteed! Cancun, Jamaica, Bahamas & Florida! Book early
and receive free meal plan. Now hir-

ing campus reps! 1-800-234-7007.
www.endiesssummertours.com

WELCOME BACK HSU STUDENTS:
Royal Cookie Capers now does Frozen
Cookie Dough Fundraising for clubs,

nn
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UNIVERSITY

STATE

CENTER
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ggg

NHW

130

Fax: (707) 826-5473

(707) 826-3341

www.humboldt.edu/ ~ career

Local Part-time Jobs:
Accounting Clerk, Law Offices of Thomas Becker — Two years college with accounting
emphasis. Duties include using Quick Book Pro, data entry, interface with CPA and
generate/balance P&L reports. Job pays $9.50/hr. MonsterTRAK # 101842861
Marketer, Papa Murphy’s — Must have good people skills, be self-motivated, organized
and fun. Job duties include community outreach to increase sales opportunities.

Job

pays $9.00/hr. Monster TRAK # 101848129

Holiday Help-Operations Assistant/Sales, Moonrise herbs — Job requires retail and

g and
receiving skiffs.’ Duties include receiving, stocking, answering phones, gift wrappin

customer service. Job pays $6.50/hr. MonsterTRAK # 101850433
Want to know more?

GE

Come by the Career Center and look at our job listings.

GP SD ESE
<>

SIFFS ESCESIETS
TOYOTA

<>

° Brakes

REDWOOD
AUTOMOTIVE

¢ Electrical Repairs

* Cooling Systems
¢ Clutches « Engine Overhauls
* Preventive Maintenance & Tune-ups

822-3770

513

Jj

Street,

Arcata

| ELNS COLI'S
(B6G0n

Loaner

Bikes

Available
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service
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(free inspection & estimate)

JEEP
MAZDASHONDA
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CAREER

a stunning CD. Everything you need,

TIN CAN MAILMAN buys books, includdaily from 10 — 6. Cash
ing textbooks,
hour. Visa OK. Ask about free demo CD.
or trade credit — your choice. Corner of
825-0746.
’ 40th and H. Friendly staff, wonderful
books. Since 1972. 822-1307.

from instruments to an engineer. $20/

alee

-3759
E
1-900-226
FOR YOU!NC
ROMA
EXT. 8066. $2.99 min. Must be 18 years.
Serv-u (619) 645-8434.
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Hand in Hand
Meets Thursdays at 7 p.m.
downstairs at the Y.E.S. House.

Sister City Club
Call

Meets Wednesdays . 5 ~_

ore

nity to their annual Creating
Community Receptions.
Asian/Pacific Islander Community reception will be held
at the South Lounge
in the University Center.
The event is from 5 to 6:30
p.m. For more information, call

826-3364.

3
versity

ie tion of Uniwill hold a pot-

Music

Meets Wednesdays at 5 p.m.
in Wildlife 230.

9:30 a.m. in the
Azelea Hall, ¥620 Pickett Road,
McKinleyville. For more infor-

Business and
Economics Club

mation, call 445-0111.

in the ¥.E.S

feets Wednesdays at 7 p.m.
es

Event

:

Pastels on the Plaza begins

i

<<

11 a.m. Sponsors and artis
may attend a reception in f

Co

ert

Plaza Grill from noon

CenterArts presents the 11th

Mo!

<
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Van Cliburn gold-medal win-
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Program

ner, Olga Kern.
The concert \
ee

for

LEAP)
5 Tuesdays at 7 p.m. in

;

.S. House.

SUE

children and S€

$20 for HSU students.

_

ee

Tickets are available at The
Works,

The

s at 6 p.m.
House.

Metro.CDs

and

Event

ie E ireka

:

Tapes and the University

,

AO

AO EAS.

5,

:

at 6:30 p.m.

ursdays at 5 p.m. in
use.

.

The Latino/Hispanic Com-

munity reception will be held
in the South Lounge in the University Center.
The event is from 5 to 6:30

p.m. For more information, call

louse 55
ter).

No events listed.

(MU

Send event listings to
Robyn Eisenstark c/o The
Lumberjack. Event listing
forms are available outside the Lumberjack Advertising Office or at the

Latinos Unidos
Meets Fridays at 5 p.m. in Si-

A

Nea

emens Hall 117.

Clubs

fersging MEN
featuring Mix

2
.

Hop House

,Bye. -

G65

The concert will be held in

Event
The Native American Com-

International

Student Union

- p.m

For more information, call’

GLBTSA

s
826-3364.

mm

missions is 4 p.m. the Friday before desired publi-

Blan Student — | =9

ciation meets Thursdays at 7

Center).

Center. Deadline for sub-

Nelson Hall East 118.

The Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual

p.m, in House 55(MultiCultural

ond floor of the University

Meets Thursdays at 6 p.m. in

munity Terepton
wil held a trangenerstiertaw.
The event wilt be from § to g

Clubs Office on the sec-

Alliance

.

Meets Wednesdays at 6 Bp.

in Nelson Hall East hh eee

|

tion.

WHA

rast

INDIGENOUS PEOPLE'S
WEEK 2001 Es
OcTOBER
8 — | |!
SPONSORED BY THE AMERICAN INDIAN ALLIANCE, MECHA, OFFICE
OF STUDENT AFFAIRS, AND MEMBERS OF THE INDIAN NATURAL
RESOURCE, SCIENCE & ENGINEERING PROGRAM, AND THE
INDIAN TEACHER & EDUCATIONAL PERSONNEL. PROGRAM

Monpay,

Oct.

Noon| :OO:
6:00-9:00:

Wepnespay, Ocr.

8
SPEAKERS ON THE
Corumeus Day &
GREEN AND GOLD
HILL AND JOSEPH

Quan IN REFERENCE TO
TACO SALE
Room, JOE GIOVANNETTI, KATHY
DUPRIS WILL BE PREVIEWING THE

FOLLOWING TOPICS THAT: WILL BE PRESENTED AT THE

6:00-9:00

&

HALL

| 25 — MECHA

WILL BE PRESENTING

ON

INDIGENOUS ISSUES SOUTH OF THE BORDER

THursoay, Ocr.
7:00-9:00

| |
Siemens

HALL

| | 7 — THE AWARD-WINNING

VIDEO OF

INDIGENOUS SACRED SITES AND THE DANGERS THEY FACE,
“In THE LIGHT OF REVERENCE” WILL BE SHOWN. DISCUSSION

CALIFORNIA INDIAN CONFERENCE: “NEw ENROLLMENT
Wars,” “LEGAL LIABILITY OF ELECTED TRIBAL OFFICIALS,
ANDO “WHAT IS THE ROLE OF INDIAN PEOPLE IN TODAY'S
WORLD?”

Tugsoay, Ocr.
5:00-6:00:

10

Founoers

6:00-9:00:

WILL BE FACILITATED BY VINCE

FELIZ, AN HSU

GRADUATE,

FORMER AIA PRESIDENT WHO NOW WORKS AT UNITED INDIAN

HeaurH Services (UIHS). |

;

DOWNSTAIRS AT THE ‘“J:” CREATING COMMUNITY,
FOLLOWED BY:
POTLUCK AND CULTURAL SHARING — THIS EVENT WILL BE
FULL OF STORIES, SONGS AND POETRY

FOR MORE

INFORMATION:

PRIVATE

CALL 826-3364.

OUTDOOR

HOT TUBS ¢ TRADITIONAL

4iNB
Sunday- Thursday

SAUNA CABINS

TUBS
Frida
& Saturday
y

